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Zusammenfassung

Eine der modernsten Entwicklungen auf dem Gebiet der Festkörperphysik befasst

sich mit der Herstellung elektronischer und optischer Hochleistungskomponenten

auf Grundlage atomar dünner zweidimensionaler Materialien. Zu dieser Gruppe der

Dünnschichtmaterialien gehören neben Graphen die Übergangsmetalldichalkogeni-

de, die im Grenzfall einer Monolage Halbleiter mit direkter Bandlücke repräsentieren.

Sie zeigen starke Licht-Materie-Wechselwirkung und weisen Elektronen mit gekop-

pelten Spin- und Valley-Quantenfreiheitsgraden auf, wobei sich der Begriff Valley

auf energieentartete Bandextrema an den inequivalenten Randpunkten K und K ′

des reziproken Gitters bezieht. Diese Eigenschaften sind Kernbestandteile neuarti-

ger opto-valleytronischer Technologien, welche auf der Grundlage valleyspezifischer

optischer Anregungen die Kontrolle von Strömen topologischer Elektronen oder Ex-

zitonen erlauben. Der Erfolg derartiger Konzepte, basierend auf der optischen Er-

zeugung von Valley-Polarisation oder Valley-Kohärenz, wird dabei entscheidend von

der Materialqualität bestimmt.

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde die Valley-Pseudospin-Optik von monolagigem

Molybdändisulfid stellvertretend für die Klasse der Übergangsmetalldichalkogenide

mit Tieftemperatur-Spektropolarimetrie untersucht. Im Ergebnis wurde eine neue

Technik zur zweidimensionalen polarimetrischen Bildgebung und Visualisierung von

Valley-Polarisations- und Valley-Kohärenzprofilen in lateral ausgedehnten, durch

chemische Gasphasenabscheidung hergestellten, monolagigen Kristallen entwickelt.

Die erarbeitete hyperspektrale Konfokal- und Weitfeldpolarimetrie ermöglichte di-

rekten Zugang zur Identifizierung und Untersuchung unordnungsinduzierter Valley-

Dekohärenz an unterschiedlichen Klassen von Kristalldefekten wie Kanten, Korn-

grenzen oder Oberflächenverunreinigungen. Die Skalierbarkeit dieser Technik auf

makroskopische Dimensionen bietet innovative Möglichkeiten für die schnelle Ana-

lyse opto-elektronischer Komponenten in Wafergröße. Darüber hinaus wurde die

Bildgebung im externen magnetischen Feld für quantitative Untersuchungen opti-

scher Valley-Orientierung und Valley-Depolarisation eingesetzt. Die experimentellen

Methoden wurden zusätzlich zur Analyse lokaler Ladungsvariationen von monolagi-

gen Systemen in unkontrollierten elektrostatischen Umgebungen verwendet.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit konzentrierte sich auf nanoskalige Quantenemitter in

Form von fluoreszierenden Nanodiamanten, Halbleiter-Nanokristallen und einzelnen

Farbstoffmolekülen. Blinkende Fluoreszenz und spektrale Diffusion sind nachteilige

und häufig auftretende Eigenschaften vieler solcher Quantenemitter in unkontrol-

lierten Systemen. Das Einbetten von Nanoemittern in Polymermatrizen wie Poly-

methylmethacrylat bietet eine einfache und oft verwendete Methode zur Entfernung

naher Ladungsfallen, welche optische Emission nachteilig beeinflussen. Gleichzeitig
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dient dieses Verfahren der Verhinderung von Aggregation der Nanoemitter. Im Fal-

le einer optischen Kontamination der Polymermatrizen konkurriert deren Emission

jedoch mit der Fluoreszenz von Nanoemittern mit geringer Quantenausbeute. Die

umfangreichen spektroskopischen Studien dieser Arbeit identifizierten lösungsmit-

telspezifische organische Fluorophore als Hauptquelle optischer Kontamination in

Polymeren, welche andererseits als stabile nichtklassische Lichtquellen durch einfa-

che Fabrikation zur Anwendung gebracht werden können.
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Abstract

The past few years have witnessed the emergence of a new paradigm in condensed

matter physics that aims to build high performance electronic and optical devices

using atomically thin two-dimensional materials. Alongside graphene, layered ma-

terials include the class of transition metal dichalcogenides, which represent direct

band gap semiconductors if thinned down to a single layer. They exhibit strong

light-matter interaction and host electrons with coupled spin and valley quantum

degrees of freedom as key ingredients for novel opto-valleytronic technologies, where

valley selective optical excitations facilitate control of topological electron or exciton

currents. The successful implementation of concepts featuring such functionalities

will crucially rely on the material quality to support the optical generation of valley

polarization or valley coherence.

In the framework of this thesis, valley pseudospin optics of monolayer molyb-

denum disulfide, as a representative transition metal dichalcogenide, have been ex-

plored using cryogenic spectropolarimetry. To this end, a novel technique of two-

dimensional polarimetric imaging was pioneered to visualize landscapes of valley

polarization and valley coherence in extended monolayer crystals grown by chemical

vapor deposition. The developed hyperspectral confocal and wide-field polarimetry

provided direct capabilities to identify and inspect disorder-induced valley decoher-

ence at various classes of crystal defects such as edges, grain boundaries, or sur-

face contaminants. The scalability of the technique to macroscopic lengths provides

an innovative means for rapid inspection of wafer-sized opto-valleytronic devices.

Moreover, image analysis in the presence of external magnetic fields was used for

quantitative studies of optical valley orientation and valley depolarization. The hy-

perspectral methods were additionally applied to probe local charge variations of

monolayer systems in uncontrolled electrostatic surroundings.

The second part of this thesis focused on nanoscale quantum emitters in the

form of fluorescent nanodiamonds, semiconductor nanocrystals, and single dye mol-

ecules. Fluorescence intermittency and spectral diffusion are detrimental features

common to many quantum emitters with an uncontrolled environment. Embedding

the nanoemitters in polymer matrices such as polymethylmethacrylate is a simple

and often used approach to remove proximal charge trapping sites which inhibit op-

tical emission, and at the same time to prevent aggregation. However, the possible

occurrence of light emission by contaminants in polymer matrices can compete with

the fluorescence of nanoemitters with low quantum yields. The comprehensive spec-

troscopic studies of this thesis identified solvent-specific organic fluorophores as the

main source of optical contamination in polymers, which on the other hand proved

to be simple and reliable quantum light sources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Visual perception, combined with cognitive image interpretation, provides insight

into the most fundamental aspects of nature. Complementary information about the

state of matter can be retrieved from its interaction with the primary degrees of free-

dom of light such as intensity, wavelength, or polarization. The combined measure-

ment of all three properties has been successfully applied for structural diagnostics

of matter across disciplines as diverse as medicine and astronomy [1]. In condensed

matter physics, complete and detailed analysis of light often provides valuable data

to the advancement of novel materials with unconventional opto-electronic proper-

ties. In turn, the photonic materials contribute innovative functionalities to tailored

architectures and future optical devices. It is with this ambition and motivation, that

this thesis explores low-dimensional photonic systems by means of fluorescence (FL)

and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, as well as innovative imaging methods.

Hereby, the emphasis is given to two specific topics and materials.

The main part of this work is directed towards atomically thin two-dimensional

materials. Largely fueled by the seminal success story of graphene [2, 3], experiments

on other chemically stable single-layer crystals revealed a plethora of properties and

exciting prospects [4, 5]. These include the promising future direction to stack indi-

vidual monolayers in a deterministic sequence into vertical structures, known as van

der Waals heterostructures, for technologies beyond conventional opto-electronics

[6, 7]. Among the most notable examples of the elementary units of such artificial

structures are the insulating hexagonal boron nitride [8] and the class of transi-

tion metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), which includes MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2, and

MoTe2. In the form of a single layer, the latter group represents atomically thin

direct band gap semiconductors as was first verified for MoS2 [9, 10]. Similar to the

original isolation of graphene [11], monolayer crystals can be obtained from their

bulk counterparts by mechanical exfoliation. For scalable growth, atomic layers are
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2 1. Introduction

alternatively synthesized using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or molecular beam

epitaxy [12–14].

Due to the truly two-dimensional geometry, Coulomb interactions between pho-

togenerated charge carriers play a dominant role in the optical response of TMD

monolayers. These interactions call forth the formation of robust excitons [15–19]

and more exotic quasi-particles, for instance trions [20, 21], biexcitons [22, 23], and

Fermi polarons [24]. Furthermore, for a thickness of less than a nanometer the light-

matter coupling in the semiconducting materials is remarkably strong with resonant

excitonic absorption as large as 10–20% [10]. As a further unique aspect, monolayer

TMDs host charge carriers with optically accessible and interlocked spin and valley

pseudospin degrees of freedom, which can be used to encode or process quantum

information [25, 26]. This opens the promising avenue to coupled opto-spintronics

and opto-valleytronics based on polarized photons interacting with spin and valley-

polarized electron-hole pairs. The observation of the valley Hall effect in monolayer

MoS2 is one example of such functionalities, where optical polarization is converted

to electrical information [27]. The reciprocal concept, where electrical information

is transformed into optical polarization, has also been demonstrated in the form of

chiral light emitting diodes [28, 29].

In both cases, the efficiency of the conversion processes is to a large extent de-

termined by the crystal quality. Utilizing this sensitivity, the novel two-dimensional

polarimetry pioneered in this work was used to identify disorder-induced valley de-

coherence at various classes of crystal defects such as edges, grain boundaries or

surface contaminants. This imaging technique furthermore provides a direct means

for opto-valleytronic inspection of macroscopic devices on microscopic scales. In

addition, the reported experiments visualize exciton and trion specific profiles for

imaging of charge doping in extended monolayer crystals.

The other part of this thesis addresses zero-dimensional nanomaterials on dielec-

tric substrates as well as in polymer matrices consisting of polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA). Nanosized emitters, such as molecules, color centers in nanocrystals, or

semiconductor nanocolloids find wide application as basic photoactive elements in

fields of research ranging from super-resolution imaging in biology [30] to solid-state

based quantum information science and technology [31, 32]. Many of the related

experiments and fundamental studies rely on the temporal and spectral stability of

the individual emitters [33]. To ensure the desired stability, polymer matrices are of-

ten employed as inert environments to suppress emission intermittency and spectral

diffusion as commonly encountered by nanoemitters [34, 35]. However, this generic

experimental setting for basic studies with optical spectroscopy can be compromised

by fluorescent organic contaminants residing either on the surface of ill-prepared di-

electric supports or within the polymer matrix used to embed the nanoemitters
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in question. The studies herein raise the awareness of possible misconceptions and

erroneous assignments of spectral features to various classes of nanoemitters, and

provide the framework for correct interpretation of related experiments in the future.

1.1 Outline of the thesis

The presentation of the main experimental results achieved within this thesis is

based on manuscripts that are either published or in preparation for publication.

The organization of the thesis can be found in the brief outline below.

Chapter 1 This current chapter provides an introduction to the thesis.

Chapter 2 This chapter describes the experimental setup used for the confocal

measurements of this thesis. As examples, optical properties of two

different types of nanoemitters are characterized using this instru-

mentation.

Chapter 3 The focus of this chapter is directed towards spectroscopic studies of

optical contamination in polymer matrices and dielectric substrates.

Both the origin of the contaminants and their emission properties are

discussed.

Chapter 4 Theoretical aspects of atomically thin transition metal dichalco-

genides, with the emphasis set on their spin and valley physics, are

presented in this chapter.

Chapter 5 Spectropolarimetric imaging is introduced as a method to reveal crys-

tal quality and opto-valleytronic properties of two-dimensional transi-

tion metal dichalcogenides such as molybdenum disulfide monolayers.

The results presented in this chapter include spatially, spectrally, and

polarization-resolved photoluminescence measurements at cryogenic

temperatures and high magnetic fields.

Chapter 6 The cryogenic photophysics of electrostatically tunable and a chem-

ically doped molybdenum disulfide monolayers are discussed in this

chapter. Two-dimensional hyperspectroscopy is employed to construct

exciton and trion profiles, and to compute charge doping images.

Chapter 7 This last chapter summarizes the main findings of the thesis and pro-

vides perspectives for possible future research.





Chapter 2

Confocal hyperspectroscopy of
nanoemitters

This chapter introduces confocal hyperspectroscopy as a method for optical char-

acterization of nanoemitters. To begin with, the confocal microscope used for the

experimental studies of this thesis is briefly discussed. On the basis of this setup,

the photophysics of two different nanosized structures are addressed. As one of the

presented examples, self-assembled dimers of fluorescent nanodiamonds anchored to

DNA origami are visualized by means of confocal imaging at ambient conditions.

Next, optical properties of semiconductor nanocolloids are studied using cryogenic

spectroscopy.
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6 2. Confocal hyperspectroscopy of nanoemitters

2.1 Microscope for confocal hyperspectroscopy

A home-built confocal microscope coupled to single-mode fibers as illustrated in

Fig. 2.1a formed the basis for hyperspectroscopic and spectropolarimetric experi-

ments of this thesis. The microscope was operated either at room temperature or,

for cryogenic experiments, in a closed-cycle cryostat1 equipped with a superconduct-

ing magnet with fields up to ±9 T and a base temperature of 3.1 K. Critical parts

of the setup were mounted in a home-built titanium module as shown in Fig. 2.1b

to ensure long-term stability even at high magnetic fields.

Stepping x, y, z nanopositioners2 and an x, y piezo-scanner3 provided spatial

positioning of the samples in the focal plane of an apochromatic objective with

diffraction-limited confocal excitation and detection spots. Unless stated otherwise,

the slip-stick motion of the nanopositioners was used for confocal raster-scan imag-

ing. Cryogenic measurements were mainly performed using a low-temperature apo-

chromat4 with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.65 and a full-width at half-maximum

(FWHM) spot diameter of 0.7 μm. Room-temperature experiments on the other

hand were conducted with higher NA objectives with spot diameters of less than

0.4 μm. Continuous-wave (CW) or pulsed laser5 illumination from a single-mode

fiber was fed into the microscope via Fresnel reflection from a plate beam split-

ter, a second cross-aligned beam splitter secured an unmodified polarization of the

luminescence in the detection path. A set of optional linear polarizers6, half- and

quarter-waveplates7 mounted on piezo-rotators8 was used to control and analyze

the photon polarization in excitation and emission. Spectral filtering was achieved

with short-pass, long-pass, and tunable band-pass filters9. Moreover, in some cases

the cross-aligned beam splitters were replaced by dichroic mirrors10 to increase the

excitation power.

For hyperspectroscopic studies, luminescence from the sample was dispersed in a

standard grating spectrometer11 and detected with a nitrogen-cooled silicon charge-

coupled device (CCD) camera12. Alternatively, fiber-coupled luminescence was de-

1attocube systems, attoDRY1000
2attocube systems, ANP101 series
3attocube systems, ANSxy100lr
4attocube systems, LT-APO/VIS/0.65
5Information on laser systems is provided at the according experimental sections.
6Thorlabs, LPVIS and LPVISB series
7B. Halle, RAC 3 series
8attocube systems, ANR240/RES
9Semrock, RazorEdge and VersaChrome series
10Semrock, BrightLine series
11PI, Acton SP-2558
12PI, Spec-10:100BR/LN operated with gain setting of 4 e−/count
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Figure 2.1: a, Schematic of the confocal setup used for hyperspectral and spectropolari-
metric experiments at cryogenic temperatures or high magnetic fields. Laser excitation was
fed into the microscope through a single-mode fiber, which after passing through a short-
pass filter (SPF) and a linear polarizer (LPO), was reflected off a plate beam splitter (BS)
and guided towards the sample. An arbitrary excitation polarization was defined using the
combination of achromatic quarter- and half-waveplates (QWP and HWP). The sample
was mounted on a set of nanopositioning units below a focusing apochromatic objective in
a rigid titanium housing as shown in b. This entity was optionally cooled down to 3.1 K
in a closed-cycle cryostat, which was equipped with a superconducting magnet capable of
fields up to ±9 T along the light propagation axis. The luminescence from the sample was
collected by the microscope objective and transmitted through two cross-aligned BSs for
unaltered polarization analysis by the optional upper QWP, HWP, and LPO, which also
corrected the polarization modifications by the lower HWP and QWP. A long-pass filter
(LPF) was used to eliminate reflected laser light from the luminescence signal, which was
coupled into a single-mode fiber. The laser light, reflected off the upper BS and focused
onto a charge-coupled device (CCD), was used for sample orientation. The measurement
systems used for detection of the luminescence were either a grating spectrometer, an
avalanche photodiode (APD), an APD-based Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) setup, or
a streak camera.

tected with a single-photon counting avalanche photodiode13 (APD). To test single-

photon sources two identical APDs were employed in a Hanbury Brown and Twiss

arrangement. A streak camera14 was used for lifetime measurements with high tem-

poral resolution.

13PicoQuant, τ -SPAD with dark count rate of 35 cts/s
14Hamamatsu, C5680-24S
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2.2 Optical characterization of fluorescent

nanodiamond dimers

This section is adapted with permission from Ref. P3:

T. Zhang, A. Neumann, J. Lindlau, Y. Wu, G. Pramanik, B. Naydenov, F. Jelezko, F.

Schüder, S. Huber, M. Huber, F. Stehr, A. Högele, T. Weil, and T. Liedl. DNA-Based

Self-Assembly of Fluorescent Nanodiamonds. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 137, 9776–9779 (2015).

Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

In the following we address the room temperature confocal FL of fluorescent nanodi-

amond (FND) dimer architectures containing optical defects in the form of nitrogen-

vacancy (NV) centers. As nanosized chemically robust crystals, FNDs constitute a

class of fluorescent markers suitable for a wide range of biocompatible applications

including thermometry [36], or imaging and tracking [37]. The further development

of these applications and novel photonic functionalities relies on the precise spatial

organization of FNDs. For this purpose, DNA-based nanostructuring [38] provides a

powerful method for the deterministic bottom-up assembly of such functional struc-

tures.

Two representative examples of the optically studied FND dimer structures are

shown in the transmission electron micrographs of Fig. 2.2a and b. The dimers

were self-assembled with nanometer precision on functionalized DNA origami helix

bundles15. A color-coded FL intensity map of spatially dispersed FND dimer nano-

structures on quartz is shown in Fig. 2.2c. The map was recorded with diffraction-

limited confocal laser16 excitation at 532 nm and collection above 575 nm by raster-

scanning the sample with respect to the focal spot17 with a FWHM diameter of

∼ 370 nm. Several FND dimer assemblies appear as pairs of FL hotspots in the

map. Other assemblies are not clearly resolvable or represent single-labeled DNA

origamis. Fig. 2.2d and e depicts two high-resolution maps of FND dimers exhibit-

ing a separation of 451 and 406 nm, which is well within the limits of an expected

maximum center-to-center distance of ∼ 476 nm, given by the sum of the length

of the origami helix bundle of 428 nm and the average diameter of a functionalized

FND of 48 nm. Fig. 2.2f shows a typical spectrum of a FND assembled on DNA

origami (red trace). It exhibits spectral characteristics of negatively charged NV

color centers in diamond with a noticeable zero-phonon line (ZPL) at ∼ 637 nm

(labeled NV−) accompanied by Stokes and anti-Stokes phonon sidebands. For com-

parison Fig. 2.2f also shows a typical spectrum of a bare FND (gray trace), which

15Details on sample preparation are given in the original publication P3.
16CNI, MLL-III-532-50-1
17Measured using an apochromat (Olympus, UMPlanFl 100x/0.90 BD) with NA of 0.90.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/jacs.5b04857
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Figure 2.2: a, b, Transmission electron micrographs of two representative DNA origami-
assembled fluorescent nanodiamond (FND) dimers; scale bar is 200 nm. c, Color-coded
confocal fluorescence map of nanodiamond dimers, the assemblies appear as pairs or indi-
vidual fluorescent hotspots; scale bar is 2 μm. d, e, Zoom-in on nanodiamond dimers (la-
beled 1, 2, and 3 in c) with corresponding line-scans fitted with two Gaussians; scale bar is
400 nm. f, Normalized fluorescence intensity of a nanodiamond assembled on DNA origami
(red trace) and a typical bare nanodiamond (gray trace). The spectra were vertically offset
for clarity to highlight the characteristics of negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy center
fluorescence (NV−). All fluorescence data were obtained at room temperature with laser
excitation at 532 nm.
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Figure 2.3: a, Temporal evolution of the fluorescence from a nanodiamond assembled on
DNA origami. The time trace exhibited a pronounced NV− zero-phonon line and showed
no significant fluctuations in the fluorescence intensity or in the spectral profile. b, Con-
sistently, the integrated fluorescence intensity of the same emission spot detected with
an avalanche photodiode (APD) remained constant at ∼ 0.64 Mcts/s over the course of
measurement. All data were recorded at room temperature with excitation at 532 nm.
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exhibits the same spectral features indicating that the FL properties of FNDs are

robust against the DNA assembly procedures.

This is also reflected by the fact that the FNDs on DNA origami were photostable

in time, as presented in Fig. 2.3a and b. For the course of measurement of over 100 s,

we did not observe significant blinking, bleaching or spectral wandering of the DNA-

modified FNDs. In contrast to our measurements, smaller FNDs with diameters in

the range of 5 nm and single NV centers are known to exhibit FL intermittency in

uncontrolled environments [34].

2.3 Optical characterization of semiconductor

nanocolloids

The focus of this section is directed towards confocal PL studies of semiconductor

nanocolloids as another type of nanosized emitter. Colloidal semiconductor quantum

dots (QDs) feature opto-electronic properties that are a sensitive function of size,

shape, and material composition [39, 40]. The potential of tailoring the color of op-

tical transitions through the interplay of material-specific band gap and geometry-

dependent quantum confinement renders colloidal QDs attractive for a wealth of

applications, ranging from FL markers in biological systems [41] to photovoltaics

[42]. Related research has been fueled even more by recent progress in the under-

standing of both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters that govern the optical quality

of nanocrystal QDs.

In our studies we focused on two types of colloidal QD heterostructures18 —

core-shell CdTe-CdSe19 and core-shell-shell CdSe-CdS-ZnS20 QDs. Fig. 2.4 presents

the spectral characteristics of the two materials for 532 nm CW laser21 excitation.

The spectrally-resolved PL of individual CdTe-CdSe QDs exhibited several excitonic

bands with energy separations ranging from 17 to 21 meV in the main complex of

four peaks (Fig. 2.4a), which is in good agreement with previous assignments to

multiexcitonic transitions for comparable samples [43]. In contrast, single CdSe-

CdS-ZnS showed only two dominant peaks separated by ∼ 27 meV (Fig. 2.4c).

For CdSe-ZnS QDs, similar signatures were ascribed to the dark exciton and its

redshifted longitudinal optical phonon replica [44].

Since Auger processes should be effectively suppressed in both material con-

figurations with a slowly varying confinement potential [45], we expected to find

photostability as a common feature. However, we observed that the majority of

18Samples were synthesized by the group of E. Lifshitz (Technion, Israel).
19CdTe core radius of 1.55 nm; alloyed CdTe-CdSe shell of 2 monolayers
20CdSe core radius of 2.20 nm; CdS (ZnS) shell of 2 (1–2) monolayers
21CNI, MLL-III-532-50-1
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Figure 2.4: a, Normalized photoluminescence spectrum of a core-shell CdTe-CdSe col-
loidal quantum dot and b, corresponding color-coded temporal evolution. c, d Same but
for a core-shell-shell CdSe-CdS-ZnS quantum dot. The semiconductor nanocolloids were
deposited on quartz substrates and studied at a temperature of 3.1 K using laser excitation
at 532 nm.

both CdTe-CdSe and CdSe-CdS-ZnS individual QDs deposited directly on quartz

substrates exhibited photobleaching after tens to a few hundred of seconds of laser

illumination (Fig. 2.4b and d). Moreover, spectral wandering was ubiquitous on sec-

onds timescales for both samples. These observations confirm that the photophysics

of nanocrystal QDs is not only a function of intrinsic parameters but strongly af-

fected by extrinsic factors [46]. As such, the proximity of a charge fluctuating on the

nanocrystal surface gives rise to spectral jitter and facilitates photoblinking with

long luminescence off-times [47]. Significant separation between the surface charges

and the exciton smoothly confined in the QD core should on the other hand recover

the photostability as an intrinsic property and characteristic feature of giant-shell

QDs [48]. Another convenient strategy to establish photostability for QD materials

is to encapsulate them in a polymer matrix to ensure an electrostatically stable

environment in analogy to electrochemical passivation [49].





Chapter 3

Quantum light from dielectric
substrates covered with PMMA

This chapter is based on the manuscript P1:

A. Neumann, J. Lindlau, and A. Högele. Contamination of polymethylmethacrylate by

organic quantum emitters. ArXiv e-prints (2017). arXiv:1706.08341.

Matrices of polymethylmethacrylate provide inert host environments to photoactive

nanoscale emitters. By virtue of chemical and electrostatic stability, they reduce

emission intermittency or photobleaching commonly encountered by nanoemitters

at ambient conditions. However, low but finite photoactivity of the polymer matrix

itself can compete with the fluorescence of individual nanoemitters and compromise

the interpretation of spectroscopic data. The results of this chapter report that con-

tamination of polymethylmethacrylate by organic fluorophores gives rise to optical

activity in the visible spectral range with sizable intensity in fluorescent hotpots and

quantum emission statistics.

13

http://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08341
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3.1 Introduction and overview of the experiment

Embedding quantum emitters within chemically and electrostatically inert polymer

matrices such as PMMA is a common approach to reduce the FL intermittency

encountered by a broad class of photoactive nanoparticles [50, 51] and molecular

dyes [52] under ambient conditions, thus promoting stable and enhanced FL [34, 35].

However, contamination of the polymer matrix by fluorescent constituents can result

in controversial assignment of spectral features. In some spectroscopy experiments it

has proven difficult to distinguish between the FL stemming from quantum emitters,

the polymer matrix, or the supporting substrate [53, 54]. This is not surprising

given the challenge of unambiguous assignment of the FL to its actual source for

photoactive systems with low quantum yields, or individual quantum emitters with

high quantum yields but inherently low absolute FL intensities.

In the visible spectral range, the realm of photoactive nanoemitters includes

single molecules [55], fluorescent nanodiamonds [56], colloidal QDs [57] and nano-

platelets [58], TMD QDs [59–62], or perovskite nanoplatelets [63]. The range of

related potential applications in light emitting, detecting, and harvesting devices

is as diverse as the specific details of the photophysics of the underlying emitters.

In absolute terms, however, and depending on the radiative lifetime, some of these

systems feature low FL intensities despite high quantum yields, while others suffer

from reduced quantum yields due to optically inactive lowest-lying dark states [52,

64, 65] with strongly inhibited FL at cryogenic temperatures. Irrespective of the

actual reason for low intensity, any contamination of the relevant FL by photoemis-

sive substrates or matrices is clearly detrimental to both fundamental studies of

nanoemitters and their related applications.

In the following, we present a comprehensive study targeting a quantitative

analysis of the FL in the visible spectral range arising from a thin film of PMMA

on various dielectric substrates. Surprisingly, we find that PMMA films prepared by

standard solution-deposition procedures exhibit optical activity in the visible both at

room and cryogenic temperatures. However, the FL is not a characteristic feature of

the PMMA itself. It rather stems from fluorescent contaminants in the PMMA ma-

trix that we ascribe to solvent residuals with specific FL intensity and spectra. For

individual fluorescent contaminants, pronounced and spectrally stable ZPLs with

redshifted vibronic satellites and highly non-classical emission statistics emerge as

a generic feature at cryogenic temperatures. At room temperature, thermal broad-

ening of both the ZPL and the vibrational sidebands gives rise to a characteristic

three-peak spectrum that can be mistaken for phonon replica of silica color centers

[54] or subject to other interpretations [66–72].
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3.2 Room temperature characterization of

substrates and PMMA

A schematic of our experiment is shown in Fig. 3.1a. We performed FL spectroscopy

to study sample-specific emission in the spectral range of 560–770 nm excited with

a CW laser1 at 532 nm, a wavelength frequently used to excite FL in the visible. By

raster-scanning the sample with respect to fixed diffraction-limited confocal excita-

tion and collection spots, we acquired maps of FL intensity as in Fig. 3.1b–e with a

single photon counting APD, and hyperspectral maps with spectrally dispersed FL

as in Fig. 3.1f recorded at each raster-scan pixel for spectral analysis of individual

emission hotspots. The studies were complemented by time-correlated FL, second-

order FL coherence, and FL excitation spectroscopy experiments performed either

at room temperature or at cryogenic temperatures.

In the first stage of the experiments we studied the FL characteristics of bare

dielectric substrates. It has been argued recently that silica-based substrates host

intrinsic fluorescent centers with sizable FL intensity in the visible [54]. Therefore,

we first investigated the FL from the surface of bare fused silica substrates exposed

to different cleaning procedures (see Appendix A for details on cleaning protocols).

Under ambient conditions and 250 μW irradiation in a FWHM spot of 0.5 μm

we acquired raster-scan FL maps2 shown in Fig. 3.1b–d. For fused silica sonicated

subsequently in acetone and isopropanol according to a common cleaning procedure

we observed FL from the entire sample surface with inhomogeneous intensity and

an average APD count rate of ∼ 4 kcts/s (Fig. 3.1b). After an additional sonication

step in deionized water the level of FL decreased to an average of ∼ 2 kcts/s away

from hotspot emission with ∼ 4 kcts/s (Fig. 3.1c). Most remarkably, additional

treatment with oxygen plasma suppressed the FL from the silica surface below the

dark count rate of the APD (Fig. 3.1d). This set of data clearly establishes the

absence of intrinsic FL defects on silica substrates. Moreover, it provides a first hint

at the source of the FL as stemming from organic surface contaminants that do not

withstand oxygen plasma treatment.

For the second experimental stage we prepared substrates free of FL background

and covered them by spin-coating with PMMA dissolved in anisole. On a silica sub-

strate with 200 nm of PMMA, we observed the reappearance of fluorescent hotspots

with intensities of up to ∼ 6 kcts/s on a background of ∼ 0.5 kcts/s (Fig. 3.1e) under

measurement conditions identical to those of Fig. 3.1b–d. Similar results were found

for as-deposited and thermally cross-linked PMMA films fabricated from anisole

solutions (see Appendix A for sample details). For most hotspots, the FL was spa-

1CNI, MLL-III-532-50-1
2Measured using an apochromat (attocube systems, LT-APO/VISIR/0.82) with NA of 0.82.
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Figure 3.1: a, Schematic of the experiment: fluorescence from dielectric substrates coated
with a thin film of PMMA was studied with confocal raster-scan imaging and spectroscopy.
Raster-scan fluorescence intensity maps of the surface of fused silica b, after sonication in
acetone and isopropanol, c, additional sonication in deionized water, and d, oxygen plasma
treatment. e, Fluorescence image of plasma-cleaned fused silica with a thin film of PMMA
formulated in anisole. All maps were recorded with circularly polarized laser excitation at
532 nm and 130 kW/cm2; the scale bars are 3 μm. f, Fluorescence spectrum of a typical
hotspot in PMMA with a fit by three Gaussian peaks with full-width at half-maximum
linewidths of 90 meV and equidistant energy spacings of 155 meV. All data were obtained
at room temperature.

tially localized to the diffraction-limited spot and characterized by room tempera-

ture spectra as in Fig. 3.1f. The spectrum3 with maximum FL at 2.02 eV (614 nm)

can be reproduced with some success by three overlapping Gaussian peaks with

FWHM linewidths of 90 meV, equidistant separations of 155 meV, and intensities

3Measured using an oil immersion objective (Olympus, UPLFLN 100XOI2) with NA of 1.30.
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that reduce with decreasing emission energy (gray solid lines in Fig. 3.1f). Pending

an explanation for the mismatch between this simplistic model fit and the actual

spectrum, we point out its striking similarity to the spectra ascribed earlier to var-

ious sources [53, 54, 66–70, 72]. Moreover, it exhibits a remarkable correspondence

with the spectra of individual dyes in PMMA [73, 74], providing a second hint to

hydrocarbon molecules as a source for misinterpretation and establishing a link to

the visionary association made between the spectra of non-blinking colloidal QDs

[70] and organic dyes [75].

3.3 Cryogenic temperature characterization of

substrates and PMMA

To elucidate the correspondence between the FL hotspots found at room temper-

ature in thin films of PMMA and the spectral signatures of organic molecules we

carried out spectroscopy studies at the cryogenic temperature of 3.1 K. Fig. 3.2a and

b show representative cryogenic FL maps of PMMA films on a fused silica substrate

and a perforated silicon nitride membrane, respectively. Both maps were acquired

in the hyperspectral mode by recording spectrally dispersed FL with a nitrogen-

cooled CCD and color-coding its maximum intensity at each raster-scan pixel. Note

the conceptual difference to the raster-scan maps recorded with APDs: hyperspec-

tral mapping4 emphasizes emitters with sharp FL peaks over spectrally broad FL

background. Again, we found spatially localized emission from diffraction-limited

hotspots (inset of Fig. 3.2a) analogous to our room temperature experiments. A

few hotspots in Fig. 3.2b (with up to 120 cts/s) clearly stem from PMMA regions

suspended over holes which can be distinguished from the silicon nitride membrane

by the respective FL background (gray and blue areas of the map correspond to

intensities of 10 and 50 cts/s, respectively). This observation confirms once more

that the PMMA film rather than the substrate is the actual host of FL hotspots.

Further supporting evidence is provided in Fig. 3.3 showing hyperspectral FL

raster-scans of bare dielectric substrates at the temperature of 3.1 K. The studied

substrates were fused silica (Fig. 3.3a), quartz (Fig. 3.3b), and sapphire (Fig. 3.3c),

which were all exposed to oxygen plasma prior to the cryogenic measurements. The

FL maximum level was identical for fused silica and quartz with count rates given

by the readout noise of the nitrogen-cooled CCD. The sapphire substrate exhibited

spatially homogeneous FL intensity stemming from a sharp peak at ∼ 694 nm

(1.787 eV) of the R-line of Cr3+ ions in Al2O3. Consistently, the measurements

agree well with the room temperature observation of Fig. 3.1d.

4Recorded in the spectral range of 1.68–2.20 eV with a binning of 0.4 meV.
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Figure 3.2: a and b, Cryogenic fluorescence peak intensity maps of PMMA on a fused
silica substrate and a perforated silicon nitride membrane, respectively (recorded with
532 nm circularly polarized excitation at 26 kW/cm2 and linearly polarized excitation at
65 kW/cm2; the scale bars are 3 μm). The inset in a shows a 5× zoom to the hotspot
delimited by the dashed box. The gray circular areas in b are regions of freestanding
PMMA. All data were recorded at 3.1 K.
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Figure 3.3: a, b, and c, Raster-scan maps of spectrally dispersed fluorescence maxima
for oxygen plasma-treated fused silica, quartz, and sapphire substrates, respectively. The
fluorescence intensity levels in a and b correspond to the readout noise of the CCD, the
homogeneous level of 350 cts/s in c corresponds to the R-line emission at ∼ 694 nm
(1.787 eV) of Cr3+ ions in sapphire with a characteristic spectrum shown in the right
panel. All data were measured at 3.1 K with a linearly polarized 532 nm laser at a power
density of 130 kW/cm2; scale bars are 3 μm.

3.4 Fluorescence properties of single hotspots

We proceed with studies of the spectral features as well as the optical properties of

single fluorescent hotspots in anisole-based PMMA films at 3.1 K. A characteristic

cryogenic FL spectrum of a hotspot is shown in Fig. 3.4a. It features a narrow and

intense peak, which we label as ZPL, accompanied by weak redshifted satellites.

More than 60% of localized emission sites exhibited similar spectral characteristics

at low temperature. Within this group of emitters with spectrometer-limited ZPLs,

94% of hotspots constitute the class of emitters with a ZPL centered around 2.05 eV

emission energy (605 nm emission wavelength). The corresponding normal distribu-
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Figure 3.4: a, Normalized fluorescence spectrum of a typical hotspot with an intense zero-
phonon line (ZPL) and redshifted satellites. b, Spectral distribution of the zero-phonon
line of about 600 hotspots (the blue line is a Gaussian fit). c, Temporal evolution of the
fluorescence spectrum (left) and normalized intensity (right) over 15 h for the hotspot
with spectrum in a. d, Zero-phonon line spectrum resolved with a scanning Fabry-Pérot
etalon (gray circles). The Gaussian fit (blue line) yields an inhomogeneous linewidth of
3.18± 0.13 GHz. All data were recorded at 3.1 K with 532 nm excitation.

tion of the ZPL energy is shown in Fig. 3.4b, where the blue solid line is a Gaussian

fit to the histogram with a FWHM of 130 meV. The remaining 6% of the single-site

emitters with intense FL exhibited two intense and sharp peaks with two intense

satellites and a much narrower spread in the energy of the blue-most peak as shown

separately in Fig. 3.5a and b, respectively.

All spectra of the dominant emitter class were remarkably stable over time with-

out significant FL intermittence during the course of observation of 15 h (Fig. 3.4c)

and beyond. Throughout the temporal evolution, the ZPL remained spectrometer-

limited to one pixel of the CCD corresponding to an upper bound on the FWHM

linewidth of 0.4 meV. A high-resolution spectrum recorded with a scanning Fabry-

Pérot etalon5 suggests that spectral wandering broadens the ZPL on a tens of

minutes timescale to an inhomogeneous peak with a FWHM of 3.18 ± 0.13 GHz

(Fig. 3.4d). These spectral signatures find their correspondence in the studies of

hydrocarbon fluorophores embedded in a polymer host matrix [77–79]. Within this

5Home-built, spectral resolution of 150 MHz and scanning rate of 5.5 MHz/s, see Ref. 76.
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Figure 3.5: a, Normalized fluorescence spectrum of a hotspot emitter featuring two
intense and sharp emission peaks with two intense vibronic satellites. b, Corresponding
energy distribution of the blue-most peak; solid line is a normal distribution fit with a
full-width at half-maximum of 20 meV. All data were measured at 3.1 K with excitation
at 532 nm.

framework, low-temperature FL of single molecules is characterized by a spectrally

narrow ZPL associated with the principal electronic transition [80] and sidebands

stemming from Franck-Condon transitions between vibronically dressed molecular

electronic states [81, 82]. Stabilized in PMMA, single molecules exhibit FL with low

intermittency and ZPLs limited by spectral diffusion to ∼ 1 GHz [78, 83]. The red-

shifted satellites of the ZPL are equally well pronounced in vibronic spectroscopy

[84] of molecules with characteristic vibrational degrees of hydrocarbon complexes.

The data of Fig. 3.6 further substantiates the correspondence between the opti-

cal properties of single hotspots and molecular emitters. With polarization-resolved

measurements shown in Fig. 3.6a we confirmed the dipolar character associated

with the molecular transition of the ZPL [74]. The orientation of the absorption and

emission axes measured with linearly polarized excitation and detection, respec-

tively, were determined as collinear within our experimental precision. Furthermore,

time-correlated measurements of Fig. 3.6b revealed the characteristic FL decay dy-

namics of molecules on nanoseconds timescale [85]. The single-exponential lifetimes

of 3.8 and 3.6 ns for the ZPL within a spectral window of 60 meV and the total

FL intensity, respectively, were the same within the temporal resolution of ∼ 0.3 ns

in our experiments6, identifying redshifted sidebands as vibronic ZPL replicas. Fi-

nally, single photon emission statistics as a hallmark of single-molecule FL [86, 87]

are presented in Fig. 3.6c and d. With photon correlation spectroscopy we observed

pronounced photon antibunching in the normalized second-order coherence function

6Picosecond excitation (PicoQuant, LDH-P-FA-530B) and APD detection.
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Figure 3.6: a, Polarization characteristics of the zero-phonon line: normalized intensity
as a function of the rotation angle of a linear polarizer in excitation and detection (top and
bottom panels, respectively; the gray lines represent the same functional form of the fits to
the data). b, Time-correlated decay of the zero-phonon line and the total fluorescence (gray
traces) of a single hotspot, and corresponding monoexponential fits with decay constants
of 3.8 and 3.6 ns (blue and purple traces). The plots were offset for clarity. c and d,
Second-order coherence function g(2)(τ) recoded with and without spectral selection of
the zero-phonon line, respectively. The blue and purple lines are fits to the data with
multiphoton probabilities of 0.24± 0.05 and 0.32± 0.04. All data were recorded at 3.1 K
with excitation at 532 nm.

g(2)(τ) at zero time delay for both the FL within a band-pass interval of 60 meV

around the ZPL (with g(2)(0) = 0.24 ± 0.05 in Fig. 3.6c) and the full FL spectrum

without spectral filtering (g(2)(0) = 0.32 ± 0.04 in Fig. 3.6d). Thus, within the un-

certainty of our measurement, we can rule out simultaneous photon emission into

the ZPL and the sideband spectrum associated with the vibronic ZPL satellites.

Having identified the fluorescent hotspots in PMMA as single molecules, we

utilized vibrationally resolved FL spectroscopy [82, 84, 88] to shed light on their

molecular nature. Fig. 3.7a shows a spectrum of a hotspot that is representative for

fluorescent contaminants in PMMA prepared with anisole as solvent. A series of low-

frequency vibrational modes contributes to the sidebands below 80 meV (645 cm−1),

followed by a group of replicas around 173 meV (1395 cm−1) and a weaker satel-

lite group around 346 meV (2790 cm−1). The latter is in fact a second harmonic

of the preceding group as confirmed by correlation analysis between all individual

peaks of the two groups upon a spectral shift by 173 meV. All main vibrational

features in emission have their broadened counterpart resonances in absorption, as
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Figure 3.7: a, Normalized fluorescence spectrum of a typical hotspot recorded with exci-
tation at 532 nm and plotted as a function of spectral redshift from the zero-phonon line at
2.134 eV. The intensity was magnified by a factor of 4 (20) above 7 meV (280 meV) redshift
to highlight two groups of phonon sidebands with a spacing of 173 meV. b, Normalized
zero-phonon line intensity as a function of excitation laser detuning for two quantum emit-
ters (QE) with spectral features as in a recorded within excitation wavelength intervals of
538–583 and 485–555 nm (solid and open circles, respectively). All data were recorded at
3.1 K.

demonstrated by the FL excitation spectra in Fig. 3.7b recorded for two typical

emitters7 with different ZPL energies as a function of laser energy detuning at con-

stant excitation power. For both quantum emitters of Fig. 3.7b, the absorption is

enhanced whenever the laser detuning with respect to the ZPL matches the energy

of the vibronic sidebands (the dashed lines in Fig. 3.7 emphasize the correspondence

between the resonances in emission and absorption).

The vibrationally resolved spectrum of Fig. 3.7b is typical for fluorescent mol-

ecules in PMMA films from anisole-based solutions. It exhibits a striking similar-

ity with the cryogenic FL of anthracene characterized by a ZPL in the ultravi-

olet (around 3 eV) and a pronounced vibronic satellite group around 1400 cm−1

7QE 1 and QE 2 were excited by an optical parametric oscillator (Coherent, Mira-OPO) and a fil-
tered supercontinuum laser (NKT Photonics, SuperK EXW-12) with FWHM spectral bandwidths
of 0.5 nm and 5.5 nm, respectively.
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redshifts [89]. The according vibrational degrees of freedom are related to the in-

tramolecular stretching of adjacent carbon bonds in polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-

bons [82]. The observation of the ZPL emission in the visible (around 2 eV) from

anisole-based PMMA suggests that the optical activity of solvent-related contami-

nants in such films stems from acene chains such as pentacene, or from anthracene-

derived dyes such as alizarin.

The evolution of the spectral features as a function of temperature is presented in

Fig. 3.8. The ZPL and the vibronic satellites broadened upon heating from 4 to 41 K

(Fig. 3.8b), and the overall FL decreased gradually for temperatures above ∼ 25 K

(Fig. 3.8c). Both the initial intensity and the spectral lineshape were recovered upon

successive cooling back to 4 K. The trend of thermal broadening as in Fig. 3.8b

eventually results in significant spectral overlap of the ZPL and vibronic satellites at

room temperature with predominant contributions from the vibronic group around

∼ 155 meV and its second harmonic around ∼ 310 meV redshifts (Fig. 3.8a).
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3.4.1 Quantum yield estimate

In the following we estimate the FL quantum yield of the dominant fluorescent

hotspots in PMMA films formed with anisole-based solutions as a measure for their

efficiency and significance. The quantum yield of an emitter is given by the ratio

of emitted photons to absorbed photons per unit time. In our experiments it is

calculated by scaling the FL intensity of single hotspots to photostable emitters

with known optical properties. We used single NV color centers in bulk diamond that

exhibit a quantum yield of ΦNV ' 70% [90] and a dipole averaged absorption cross-

section of σNV ' 3.1× 10−17 cm2 [91] for 532 nm excitation. With these quantities,

the conversion cross-section of a fluorescent hotspot, given by the product of the

corresponding quantum yield ΦFH and absorption cross-section σFH, is determined

as:

ΦFHσFH =
IFH
INV

τFH
τNV

ΩNV

ΩFH
ΦNVσNV. (3.1)

Here, the term IFH/INV is the FL intensity of a hotspot scaled to the FL of a

single NV center for the same excitation power in the linear response regime of both

emitters. This ratio ranged from 1.9 to 2.4 for room temperature measurements and

peaked at ∼ 13.2 for cryogenic temperatures of 3.1 K and 4.2 K. The emitters were

excited with CW excitation at 532 nm and circular polarization to ensure averaging

over the possible orientations of the transition dipole moments. The factor τFH/τNV

accounts for the different FL lifetimes of the fluorescent hotspots and the NV centers

with τFH ' 3.6 ns and τNV ' 12.9 ns determined experimentally. Finally, we also

account for the difference in the effective collection solid angles for fluorescent dipoles

embedded in different dielectric environments (PMMA and diamond) with respective

refractive indices via ΩNV/ΩFH which was close to ' 0.35 in our experiments.

With these values the conversion cross-section of a typical fluorescent hotspot

excited at 532 nm was in the order of ∼ 5 × 10−18 cm2 at room temperature and

increased to ∼ 3× 10−17 cm2 at cryogenic temperatures. Using σFH ' 1× 10−16 cm2

as a typical absorption cross-section of the second absorption band of common poly-

cyclic hydrocarbon compounds [92], we obtain an estimate for the FL quantum yield

ΦFH of ∼ 5% at room temperature and up to 30% at cryogenic temperatures. We

obtained similar values, both at room and cryogenic temperatures, from scaling the

quantum yield of fluorescent hotspots in anisole-based samples to FL characteristics

of individual terrylenediimide molecules.
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3.5 Spectroscopy of PMMA films prepared with

different solvents

After examining fluorescent hotspots in anisole-based PMMA using vibrational FL

spectroscopy, we extended our studies to PMMA films derived from other solvents

(see Appendix A for sample preparation details). As highlighted by the raster-scan

maps of Fig. 3.9, the areal density and the FL intensity of hotspots in PMMA films

formed with chlorobenzene (Fig. 3.9d, e), methyl isobutyl ketone (Fig. 3.9g, h) and

toluene (Fig. 3.9j, k) were similar to anisole-based PMMA characteristics (Fig. 3.9a,

b). The vibronic signatures, however, showed significant differences. Fig. 3.9c, f, i,

and l show normalized average spectra of 25 brightest fluorophore contaminants in

PMMA films prepared with different solvents.

The spectrum of a typical hotspot in chlorobenzene-based PMMA features a low-

frequency vibronic band around 250 cm−1 and a pronounced high-frequency band

around 1400 cm−1 discussed earlier (as indicated by the rhomb and the hexagon

in Fig. 3.9f). In contrast, the vibronic FL characteristics of hotspots in PMMA

films formed with methyl isobutyl ketone and toluene solutions (Fig. 3.9i and l,

respectively) exhibit additional vibrational signatures at 548 and 757 cm−1. The

vibronic modes, labeled with rhombs and tip-up and tip-down triangles in Fig. 3.9f,

i, and l are characteristic of rylene dyes composed of naphthalenes. While the low-

frequency mode (rhombs in Fig. 3.9f, i, and l) is close to that of the long axis stretch

of a terrylene molecule, the higher-frequency modes (tip-up and tip-down triangles

in Fig. 3.9i and l) are consistent with the short axis stretch and ring deformation of

outer naphthalenes, respectively [82]. Note that naphthalene-related bands of rylene

dyes are only very weakly expressed in the averaged vibronic FL spectra observed

in anisole- and chlorobenzene-based PMMA films (Fig. 3.9c and f).

In addition to solvent-specific differences in the spectra of fluorescent hotspots

in PMMA, vibrationally resolved FL spectroscopy identifies the normal modes of

aromatic hydrocarbons around 170 meV (1400 cm−1) as a generic feature of FL

contaminants at low temperatures. At elevated temperatures, these modes develop

into broad vibronic satellites (see Fig. 3.8 for FL spectra at different tempera-

tures) that accompany the FL from the thermally broadened principal molecular

transition. With this in mind, the interpretation of the three-peak structure of the

room-temperature FL spectrum in Fig. 3.1f as arising from an organic fluorophore

is straight forward. For an adequate modeling, however, the contributions of all

other vibrational modes must be taken into account. The main corrections to the

inhomogeneous spectral profile of the ZPL and the vibronic modes of polycyclic hy-

drocarbons will naturally appear on the low-energy side of the peaks, where the fit

with three Gaussians most significantly deviates from the actual spectrum.
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Figure 3.9: a and b, Raster-scan maps of integrated fluorescence intensity and spectrally
dispersed fluorescence maxima, respectively, for PMMA dissolved with anisole. d and e, g
and h, j and k, Same for PMMA films prepared with chlorobenzene (CB), methyl isobutyl
ketone (MIBK), and toluene solutions, respectively. All scale bars are 3 μm. c, f, i, and l,
Average fluorescence spectra of 25 most intense hotspots in PMMA dissolved in anisole,
chlorobenzene, methyl isobutyl ketone, and toluene, respectively, displayed as a function
of the redshift from the zero-phonon line. The symbols indicate specific vibronic modes
of hydrocarbon-based molecular dyes. All data were recorded at 3.1 K with circularly
polarized laser excitation at 532 nm and 52 kW/cm2 on thermally annealed PMMA films
of 200 nm thickness on oxygen plasma-cleaned fused silica.

3.6 Conclusions

In concise terms, our comprehensive study of fluorescent spots, ubiquitously present

in PMMA films and on contaminated dielectric substrates, leads to the conclusion

that organic fluorophores are the actual source of misinterpreted FL signatures. The

quantum yield estimate of such organic quantum emitters ranges from ∼ 5% at room
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temperature up to 30% at 3.1 K. Even though these values are not remarkably high,

the corresponding FL intensity can be significant in studies of photoactive systems

with reduced quantum yields in cryogenic or ambient environments. In fact, we found

the FL intensity of PMMA hotspots to be roughly a third of the emission intensity

of individual terrylenediimide molecules at cryogenic temperatures, and in many

instances even more intense than commercial radiant dyes at ambient conditions.

Given the present technological limitations to solvent purity, it seems unlikely that

contamination of PMMA and other polymer matrices can be completely avoided in

future experiments. On the other hand, the abundance of stable quantum emitters

in polymer films could facilitate a range of fundamental studies and technological

developments relying on simple and cheap sources of non-classical light.





Chapter 4

Spin and valley physics in
two-dimensional semiconductors

This chapter provides basic theoretical concepts and an overview to the electronic

and optical properties of group-VIB transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers. As

a new class of two-dimensional semiconductors with a direct band gap and a counter-

part to the well-known graphene, their distinct structural and electronic properties

are at first briefly summarized in a phenomenological manner. Apart from the spin

degree of freedom, crystal electrons in these materials posses a valley pseudospin

which describes degenerate band extrema in momentum space and provides a fur-

ther binary quantum degree of freedom. By exploiting the pertinent symmetries of

the system, the non-centrosymmetric band extrema are modeled within a framework

of two bands. This simple model is then used to derive valley- and spin-dependent

optical selection rules for interband transitions. Moreover, the missing spatial inver-

sion symmetry of the two-dimensional lattice leads to rich Berry phase physics with

finite Berry curvatures and orbital magnetic moments in Bloch bands. While the

former couples to an applied in-plane electric field and leads to anomalous perpen-

dicular velocity, the latter gives rise to the valley Zeeman effect for an out-of-plane

magnetic field. Finally, the formation of strongly bound excitons due to strong at-

tractive Coulomb interaction is discussed.

29
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4.1 Crystal structure and electronic properties

Layered materials are composed of stacked two-dimensional atomic crystals weakly

bonded by van der Waals forces [4, 7]. The in-plane stability of the individual atomic

planes is ensured by strong covalent bonds. Among these layered materials, especially

group-VIB TMD monolayers have attracted significant interest as a new class of two-

dimensional semiconductors with exciting electronic and optical properties [25, 93–

96]. The chemical composition of these materials is of the form MX2, where the

transition metal M is either molybdenum or tungsten (Mo or W) and the chalcogen

X is either sulfur, selenium, or tellurium (S, Se, or Te) [97]. In general the monolayers

consist of three covalently bonded atomic planes X-M -X and possess three polytypic

phases: 1T , 1T ′, and 1H [98]. However, the 1T lattice structure with rhombohedral

coordination around the transition metal atom is typically considered unstable. The

1T ′ polytype is a distorted variant of the 1T phase, where M atoms are off-centered

from their ideal position so that they are surrounded by eight neighbors, six X

atoms and two M atoms with metallic M -M bonding. Within the family of six

possible group-VIB TMD compounds, only WTe2 monolayers naturally crystallize

in this rare 1T ′ phase and are in fact two-dimensional topological insulators [99,

100]. The remaining five monolayer crystals are found in the 1H phase, where M

atoms are coordinated by six X atoms residing at the corners of trigonal prisms.

Thus, the middle plane, containing only transition metal atoms, acts as a mirror

plane between the top and bottom layers of chalcogen atoms. Together the sheets

form a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice similar to graphene, as shown in Fig. 4.1a.

However unlike graphene, 1H phase group-VIB TMD (TMD for short from here on)

monolayers have no inversion center and are therefore non-centrosymmetric with

their crystal symmetry described by the D1
3h space group.

The electronic structure of bulk TMD materials is governed by an indirect band

gap [101], which increases in energy as the layer number is reduced due to quantum

confinement in the out-of-plane direction [102]. In the limit of a monolayer, the

indirect band gap crosses over to a direct band gap as was first shown for MoS2 [9, 10].

The direct band gap is located at the six corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone and,

depending on the chemical composition of the TMD monolayer, spans the visible to

the near-infrared spectral range [9, 10, 103–105]. These non-central local extrema or

K and K ′ valleys of the conduction and valence bands are degenerate in energy but

have opposite spin configurations. This in part is due to spin splitting of both bands

caused by spin-orbit interaction originated from the heavy transition metal atoms

[106, 107]. The form of the spin splitting is dictated by the σh symmetry element of

the system, which describes the reflection transformation about the middle plane of

the monolayer. Consequently, the σh transformation of a given Bloch state must also
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a Mo b K K′S

Figure 4.1: a, Real space top and side views of monolayer MoS2 in the 1H phase as a
representative two-dimensional group-VIB transition metal dichalcogenide. b, Schematic
band structure of monolayer 1H-MoS2 at the corners of its hexagonal Brillouin zone. The
spin-orbit split valence and conduction subbands are colored according to their spin degree
of freedom in the two inequivalent valleys K and K ′. Note that the order of the conduction
subbands is reversed for tungsten-based monolayers.

be an eigenstate of the system Hamiltonian with the same eigenenergy. Out-of-plane

z spin vectors are conserved under σh operation, whereas the transformation of an

in-plane spin vector is its opposite. Accordingly, finite spin splittings are only allowed

for spin states with expectation values along z. The other key factors responsible for

the energy bands to spin-split with opposite splitting signs at the K and K ′ valleys

are the explicitly broken inversion symmetry and the time-reversal symmetry. While

for systems without a center of inversion states with opposite wavevectors (q and

−q or K and K ′), same spin states (↑ or ↓), and different energies E are permitted

[108]. In the presence of time-reversal symmetry energies of states with opposite

wavevectors and spins are related to each other as E↑(q) = E↓(−q). Thus, spin and

the binary valley degree of freedom or valley pseudospin (K or K ′) are uniquely

locked providing an exciting platform to explore coupled spin and valley physics

[25, 109]. A schematic band structure around the corners of the Brillouin zone for

monolayer MoS2 as a prototypical TMD is presented in Fig. 4.1b.

Bloch electrons in monolayer TMDs are well described as massive Dirac fermions

[109] with an absolute value of the effective mass in the order of ∼ 0.5m0 [110],

where m0 is the free electron mass. The corresponding electronic band edges mainly

stem from d-orbitals of the transition metal atoms, with an angular momentum

quantum number l = 2, and a small contribution from a mixture of p-orbitals of the

chalcogen atoms, with l = 1. The wavefunctions of the orbitals are combined chirally

in spherical harmonic form in accordance with the wavevector point group C3h at K

and K ′ [94]. This symmetry group is generated by σh and the element C3, defined

as rotation by 2π/3 around the z axis. Thus, all Bloch states at K and K ′ have

to be eigenstates of both point group operations. Considering only the dominant d-
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orbitals, Bloch wavefunctions are formed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals

φκc for the conduction band minimum and φκv for the valence band maximum. These

symmetry adapted orbitals with magnetic quantum numbers m are given by [94,

109]:

φκc (r) = dz2 = d0 with m = 0, (4.1a)

φκv(r) =
1√
2

(
dx2−y2 + iκdxy

)
= d2κ with m = 2κ, (4.1b)

where r = (x, y, z) and the valley index κ is +1 for K and −1 for K ′. The functions

dz2 , dxy, and dx2−y2 are real orbitals, d0 and d2κ are spherical orbitals dm [111].

The m numbers of ±2 in the valence band result in giant spin-orbit splittings

exceeding 100–200 meV and 400 meV for Mo- and the heavier W-based TMD mono-

layers, respectively [106, 112]. Here, the upper valence electron spin states are gen-

erally ↑ in the K valley and ↓ in the K ′ valley. As for the conduction band edge,

the spin-orbit splitting originates from coupling to remote higher-order bands of

d-orbital character with m = ±1 of the transition metal atoms [113, 114] and, fur-

thermore, the secondary p-orbital contributions with m = ±1 of the chalcogen atoms

[106, 107]. The two competing contributions lead to energy splittings ranging from

3 meV to ∼ 40 meV with a sign difference between Mo- and W-based monolayers

[106, 107]. The electron spin states of the lower conduction subband for Mo-based

(W-based) monolayers are mostly ↑ (↓) in the K valley and ↓ (↑) in the K ′ valley

(see Fig. 4.1b for MoS2). Through spin-orbit engineering in alloy monolayers, for

example Mo(1−x)WxSe2, spin degeneracy between the K and K ′ conduction band

edge states is also possible [115].

4.2 Symmetry-based two-band model

The low energy physics at the band edges of TMD monolayers can be well captured

by a two-band model, where the system is described with k · p perturbation theory

[109]. For this model, the general form of the Hamiltonian can be derived by using

the symmetries of the crystal structure. Spin-orbit interaction is included as an

intra-atomic contribution.

We begin with the stationary one-electron Schrödinger equation for eigenstates

expanded in terms of direct products of |r〉 and z-spin kets |s〉 with s ∈ {↑, ↓}:

|Ψν,q〉 =
∑
s

∫
drψν,q,s(r) |r〉 ⊗ |s〉 , (4.2)

where the spinors 〈rs|Ψν,q〉 = ψν,q,s(r) are Bloch-type functions indexed by subband

ν and wavevector q within the first Brillouin zone.
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The Schrödinger equation with spin-orbit interaction then satisfies

Ĥ |Ψν,q〉 = Eν(q) |Ψν,q〉 , (4.3)

where Eν(q) is the q-dependent eigenenergy of |Ψν,q〉 and the Hamiltonian is

Ĥ =
1

2m0
p̂2 + V (r) +

~
4m2

0c
2 (∇V × p̂) · σ̂. (4.4)

Here, p̂ = (p̂x, p̂y, p̂z) is the momentum operator, V (r) is the lattice potential, σ̂ =

(σ̂x, σ̂y, σ̂z) is the dimensionless spin operator, ~ is the reduced Planck constant, and

c is the speed of light in vacuum.

To proceed we consider solutions for small wavevectors k = (kx, ky, kz) measured

from the band extrema K and K ′ with wavevectors κK. At these points with k = 0,

eigenstates |Ψν,κK〉 can be approximately factorized into a pure spin state and an

orbital Bloch state |ψκµ〉 = |ψµ,κK〉 characterized by the bulk band index µ [116].

For fixed κ the lattice-periodic functions e−iκK·r 〈r|ψκµ〉 then provide a complete and

orthonormal set for any function with lattice symmetry [117, 118]. Thus, Bloch-

type spinors 〈rs|Ψν,k+κK〉 can be expanded as a linear combination of eik·r 〈r|ψκµ〉.
Eigenstates of Ĥ in the vicinity of κK, for convenience labeled by the µ and s indices

of the dominant states instead of the subband index ν, then have the form

|Ψν,k+κK〉 = eik·r
∑
µ′,s′

Cκµ,s,µ′,s′(k) |ψκµ′〉 ⊗ |s′〉 = |Ψκ
µ,k,s〉 , (4.5)

where Cκµ,s,µ′,s′(k) are expansion coefficients. For this result together with the nota-

tions |ψκµs〉 = |ψκµ〉 ⊗ |s〉 and Eκ
µ,s(k) = Eν(k + κK), the Schrödinger equation of

Eq. 4.3 can be rewritten as∑
µ′,s′

Cκµ,s,µ′,s′(k)
[
Ĥeff − Eκ

µ,s(k)
]
|ψκµ′s′〉 = 0. (4.6)

The operator Ĥeff = Ĥ0 + Ĥk·p + Ĥso is the effective Hamiltonian with

Ĥ0 =
1

2m0
p̂2 + V (r), (4.7a)

Ĥk·p =
~
m0

k · p̂ +
~2k2

2m0
≈ ~

m0
k · p̂, (4.7b)

Ĥso =
~

4m2
0c

2 [∇V × (p̂ + ~k)] · σ̂ ≈ ~
4m2

0c
2 (∇V × p̂) · σ̂. (4.7c)

Here, Ĥ0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian without spin-orbit coupling, Ĥk·p is the
k · p perturbation, where we neglect the free electron term ~2k2/(2m0), and Ĥso is

the spin-orbit interaction, which we assume to be independent of k.
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In the following we take into account only the lowest conduction and highest

valence bulk bands with µ = c and v, respectively, for the orbital states |ψκµ〉. The

symmetry adapted wavefunctions of these states can be approximated as

〈r|ψκµ〉 = ψκµ(r) = N−1/2
∑
n

eiκK·(Rn+δ)φκµ(r−Rn − δ), (4.8)

where Rn is the position vector of the nth unit cell, δ is the site of the transition

metal atom within the unit cell, and N is the number of unit cells in the lattice.

The functions φκµ(r) are spherical orbitals dm(r) as given by Eqs. 4.1.

We can now determine the matrix representation of the effective Hamiltonian Ĥeff

in the basis {|ψκc s〉 , |ψκv s〉}. For the unperturbed system without spin-orbit coupling

and direct band-gap energy ∆, the Hamiltonian matrix is

H0 =

[
∆/2 0

0 −∆/2

]
, (4.9)

where we chose the zero energy symmetrically.

To determine the matrix elements of Ĥk·p, we introduce k± = kx ± iky and

p̂± = p̂x ± ip̂y. Since the effective Hamiltonian is invariant under σh reflection and

p̂z is not, we can simplify Ĥk·p of Eqs. 4.7 as

Ĥk·p =
~

2m0
(k−p̂+ + k+p̂−). (4.10)

The corresponding matrix elements 〈ψκµ′s′|p̂±|ψκµs〉 = 〈ψκµ′|p̂±|ψκµ〉 δs′,s are constrained

by the C3h wavevector point group at K and K ′. To find non-zero elements it is

useful to consider the transformation of Bloch wavefunctions ψκµ(r) constructed with

spherical orbitals φκµ(r) = dm(r) under C3 rotation:

ÛC3
ψκµ(r) = N−1/2

∑
n

eiκK·(Rn+δ)dm
(
C−1

3 r−Rn − δ
)

(4.11a)

= N−1/2
∑
n

eiκ(C3K)·[C3(Rn+δ)]dm
[
C−1

3 r− C−1
3 C3(Rn + δ)

]
(4.11b)

= N−1/2
∑
n

eiκ(C3K)·(Rn+δ)dm
[
C−1

3 (r−Rn − δ)
]

(4.11c)

= N−1/2eiκK·(C−1
3 δ−δ)

∑
n

eiκK·(Rn+δ)dm
[
C−1

3 (r−Rn − δ)
]

(4.11d)

= ηδηmψ
κ
µ(r). (4.11e)

Here, the calculation steps are as follows. (4.11a) The C3 symmetry operator ÛC3
is

applied on Eq. 4.8. The first step follows from ÛC3
ψκµ(r) = 〈r|ÛC3

|ψκµ〉 = 〈Û †C3
r|ψκµ〉 =
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〈C−1
3 r|ψκµ〉, where we use that rotation operators and associated matrix representa-

tions are unitary with C†3 = C−1
3 . (4.11b) We use that the inner product of two

vectors is invariant under unitary transformations, thus k ·r = (C3k) · (C3r), and we

insert the identity matrix in the form of C−1
3 C3. (4.11c) Summation over C3(Rn+δ)

is replaced with Rn + δ, which is the same for C3 rotations centered around any

atom site or the hollow center of any lattice hexagon. (4.11d) As C3 is an element

in the wavevector group of κK, we use that exp[iκ(C3K) · Rn] = exp(iκK · Rn),

and furthermore we apply (C3k) · r = k ·
(
C−1

3 r
)
. (4.11e) Finally, the parameters

ηδ = exp
[
iκK ·

(
C−1

3 δ − δ
)]

and ηm = exp(−i2πm/3) are introduced, which re-

spectively describe the change of the lattice phase and the rotation of the spherical

orbital around its own center [119]. The latter is obtained from

ÛC3
dm(r) = dm

(
C−1

3 r
)

= exp
(
−i2π

3
m
)
dm(r) = ηmdm(r). (4.12)

We proceed with the C3 rotated complex momentum operator p̂±, which we char-

acterize by the parameter η± = exp(∓i2π/3). By using the form p̂± = α± · p̂ with

α± = (1,±i, 0), we obtain

ÛC3
p̂±Û

−1
C3

= α± · ÛC3
p̂Û−1

C3
= α± · C−1

3 p̂ = exp
(
∓i2π

3

)
p̂± = η±p̂±. (4.13)

The transformations of Eqs. 4.11 and 4.13 imply that the non-zero elements of

the k · p perturbation are off-diagonal, since:

〈ψκµ′ |p̂±|ψκµ〉 = 〈ψκµ′ |Û−1
C3
ÛC3

p̂±Û
−1
C3
ÛC3
|ψκµ〉

= 〈ÛC3
ψκµ′|ÛC3

p̂±Û
−1
C3
|ÛC3

ψκµ〉
= η∗δηδ η

∗
m′ηm η± 〈ψκµ′|p̂±|ψκµ〉

= exp
[
−i2π

3
(m−m′ ± 1)

]
〈ψκµ′ |p̂±|ψκµ〉 ,

(4.14)

where m (m′) is the magnetic quantum number of band µ (µ′). Clearly, the elements

〈ψκµ′|p̂±|ψκµ〉 can only be finite if m−m′ ± 1 mod 3 = 0. This is the case for m′ = 0

and m = 2κ with κ = +1 for p̂+ and κ = −1 for p̂−. The other alternative is m′ = 2κ

and m = 0 with κ = −1 for p̂+ and κ = +1 for p̂−.

Continuing the symmetry analysis, we exploit that |ψκµ〉 = K̂ |ψ−κµ 〉, where K̂ is

the complex conjugation operator, and establish:

〈ψκµ′|Ĥk·p|ψκµ〉 = 〈K̂ψ−κµ′ |Ĥk·p|K̂ψ−κµ 〉
= −〈K̂ψ−κµ′ |K̂Ĥk·pψ

−κ
µ 〉

= −
(
〈ψ−κµ′ |Ĥk·p|ψ−κµ 〉

)∗
.

(4.15)
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Combining the above, the k ·p perturbation of Eq. 4.10 is represented by the matrix

Hk·p =
~

4m0

[
0 (κ+ 1)k−ξ + (κ− 1)k+ξ

∗

(κ+ 1)k+ξ
∗ + (κ− 1)k−ξ 0

]
, (4.16)

with the material parameter ξ = 〈ψ+1
c |p̂+|ψ+1

v 〉. As a fitting variable, ξ has finite

real values which can be obtained with ab initio density functional theory [114,

120]. Furthermore, ξ can be related to tight-binding models as ξ = 2atm0/~, where

a is the lattice constant and t is the effective hopping integral between the d-orbitals

of the transition metal atoms mediated by the p-orbitals of the chalcogen atoms

[106, 121]. Using this, the form of Eq. 4.16 reduces to

Hk·p =

[
0 at(κkx − iky)

at(κkx + iky) 0

]
. (4.17)

The non-zero matrix elements of the spin-orbit interaction can also be found by

using the σh and C3 symmetries of the system. For this we rewrite Ĥso in Eqs. 4.7

as

Ĥso = B̂ · σ̂ = B̂xσ̂x + B̂yσ̂y + B̂zσ̂z, (4.18)

with B̂ = ~(4m2
0c

2)−1∇V × p̂ =
(
B̂x, B̂y, B̂z

)
representing the internal magnetic field

of the system in units of half a Bohr magneton. In this notation, all matrix elements

of the first two terms of Eq. 4.18 are zero for our basis functions. This is explained

by the passive transformation of B̂ generated by the σh symmetry operator Û−1
σh

:

ÛσhB̂Û
−1
σh

= ~(4m2
0c

2)−1
(
σ−1
h ∇

)
V ×

(
σ−1
h p̂

)
= ~(4m2

0c
2)−1 det

(
σ−1
h

)
σ−1
h (∇V × p̂)

= diag(−1,−1,+1)B̂.
(4.19)

Thus, the matrix elements involving B̂x and B̂y can only be finite between states

with opposite σh parity. For our basis states, which are all even with respect to σh,

only the last term of Eq. 4.18 yields non-zero elements:

〈ψκµ′s′|Ĥso|ψκµs〉 = 〈ψκµ′|B̂z|ψκµ〉 〈s′|σ̂z|s〉 = δµ′,µδs′,ssz 〈ψκµ|B̂z|ψκµ〉 . (4.20)

For the second equality sign we use that the spin space elements 〈s′|σ̂z|s〉 define the

diagonal Pauli matrix for the eigenstates |↑〉 and |↓〉 with eigenvalues sz = +1 and

−1, respectively. Furthermore, we take into account that B̂z is invariant under C3

transformation and is therefore diagonal for the basis {|ψκc 〉 , |ψκv 〉}, as it only couples

states with the same C3 eigenvalues. This can be seen by establishing an identity

analogous to Eq. 4.14.
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To simplify the matrix elements of B̂z, we use the atomic approximation [116].

Hereby only components from the spherical orbitals of transition metal atoms and

the lattice potential residing on the same site are evaluated, and the rest is discarded:

〈ψκµ|B̂z|ψκµ〉 ≈ λµ 〈φκµ|L̂z|φκµ〉 /~ = λµ 〈dm|L̂z|dm〉 /~ = mλµ. (4.21)

Here, L̂z is the z component of the angular momentum operator L̂ = r̂× p̂ and the

parameter λµ quantifies the strength of the spin-orbit coupling in the band µ. Our

two-band model can qualitatively reproduce a sizable spin splitting in the valence

band, however it leaves the conduction band edge spin degenerate as 〈φκc |L̂z|φκc 〉 =

〈d0|L̂z|d0〉 = 0. The origin of spin splitting in the conduction band partly lies in the

off-diagonal coupling of the conduction band to remote bands constructed with d±1

transition metal orbitals, which are odd with respect to σh and therefore yield finite

B̂x and B̂y matrix elements. Furthermore, the minor contribution of the chalcogen

p∓1 orbitals in the conduction band with κ = ±1 results in a spin splitting with an

opposite sign as compared to the former second-order process [94, 106, 107]. Both

effects have been neglected for simplicity and can be corrected with a phenomeno-

logical κszλc spin-orbit interaction term with the same symmetry-dictated form as

found for the valence band [113, 122, 123]. The matrix representation of Ĥso is then

given by

Hso =

[
κszλc 0

0 κszλv

]
. (4.22)

In summary, the matrix representation of the effective two-band Hamiltonian

around the K and K ′ valleys (Eqs. 4.7) is given by the summation of the contribu-

tions in Eqs. 4.9, 4.17, and 4.22:

Heff =

[
∆/2 + κszλc at(κkx − iky)

at(κkx + iky) −∆/2 + κszλv

]
. (4.23)

This simple Hamiltonian, first proposed in Ref. 109 with λc = 0, describes massive

Dirac fermions. As Heff is fully diagonal in spin space, it governs the dynamics of

the conduction and valence band edges with the same spin and cannot induce spin

flips.

To finalize our two-band model, we solve Eq. 4.6 to obtain the eigenenergies

Eκ
µ,s(k) and the eigenstates e−ik·r |Ψκ

µ,k,s〉 of Ĥeff in the vicinity of K and K ′. The

spin-dependent eigenenergies Eκ
c,s(k) and Eκ

v,s(k), which specify the dispersions of
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the conduction and valence subbands for a given set of spin and valley indices, are

given by

Eκ
c,s(k) =

1

2

[
κsz(λv + λc) +

√
Λ2 + 4a2t2k2

]
, (4.24a)

Eκ
v,s(k) =

1

2

[
κsz(λv + λc)−

√
Λ2 + 4a2t2k2

]
, (4.24b)

with the shorthands Λ = ∆ − κsz(λv − λc) and k2 = k2
x + k2

y. The corresponding

eigenstates are

e−ik·r |Ψκ
c,k,s〉 = Cκc,s,c,s(k) |ψκc s〉+ Cκc,s,v,s(k) |ψκv s〉 = |uκc,ks〉 , (4.25a)

e−ik·r |Ψκ
v,k,s〉 = Cκv,s,c,s(k) |ψκc s〉+ Cκv,s,v,s(k) |ψκv s〉 = |uκv,ks〉 . (4.25b)

As the effective Hamiltonian is diagonal in the spin basis {|↑〉 , |↓〉}, all spin-mixing

coefficients Cκµ′,↑,µ,↓(k) and Cκµ′,↓,µ,↑(k) are zero and |uκµ,ks〉 = |uκµ,k〉⊗|s〉. The eigenvec-

tors Cκµ,k,s representing the states |uκµ,ks〉 in the basis set defined by the unperturbed

Hamiltonian matrix are then specified by

Cκc,k,s =

[
Cκc,s,c,s(k)

Cκc,s,v,s(k)

]
=

cos
ϑ

2
exp(−iκϕ)

sin
ϑ

2

 , (4.26a)

Cκv,k,s =

[
Cκv,s,c,s(k)

Cκv,s,v,s(k)

]
=

sin
ϑ

2
exp(−iκϕ)

− cos
ϑ

2

 . (4.26b)

Here, the azimuthal angle ϕ and polar angle ϑ are parametrized as

ϕ = arctan
ky
kx

and ϑ = arccos
Λ√

Λ2 + 4a2t2k2
. (4.27)

This two-band model is sufficient to explain some of the main valley-dependent

features of monolayer TMDs, including the optical selection rules (Section 4.3), the

Berry curvature, and the orbital magnetic moment (Section 4.4). Furthermore, it

reveals the band dispersion with spin-orbit coupling and comparable magnitudes of

the electron and hole effective masses. Because of this, the model laid the theoretical

foundation for various related studies found in the literature [122, 124–127]. Some

limitations of the presented theory, which can be overcome by more involved models,

are the missing electron-hole asymmetry and trigonal warping of the bands [106, 114,

121].
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4.3 Optical selection rules

Optical interband transitions in monolayer TMDs with non-central valleys are of a

different origin as compared to conventional semiconductors like GaAs. Generally,

both the magnetic moments from parent atomic orbitals of Bloch electrons (intra-

cellular current) as well as the phase winding of the Bloch states at the K and K ′

points under rotational symmetry (intercellular current) need to be considered [128].

The latter contribution gives rise to valley-dependent optical selection rules, which

are discussed in the following.

In a semi-classical approach to absorption or stimulated emission, the interband

transition probability per unit time and unit volume (i.e. transition rate) of an

electron (with charge −e) from the subband µ, s to a different subband µ′, s′ can be

approximated by Fermi’s golden rule. The transition rate for spontaneous emission

is interrelated to the other two processes and can be expressed in terms of Einstein’s

coefficients. In the following we treat the absorption case for an incident radiation

field with angular frequency ω, unit polarization vector ε, and vector potential

amplitude maximumA0. We assume the validity of the electric dipole approximation,

where the wavelength of the radiation field is much longer than the lattice constant,

and thus consider only vertical transitions in reciprocal space. The initial and final

states within our two-band model (Section 4.2) are described by |Ψκ
v,k,s〉 and |Ψκ

c,k,s′〉,
respectively (Eqs. 4.25). With this in mind, the absorption rate can be written as

[129, 130]:

Wκ
vs→cs′ =

2π

~
e2

4m2
0

|A0|2
∑
k

∣∣ε ·Pκ
cs′,vs(k)

∣∣2δ[Eκ
c,s′(k)− Eκ

v,s(k)− ~ω
]
, (4.28)

where the matrix element Pκ
cs′,vs(k) is given by

Pκ
cs′,vs(k) = 〈Ψκ

c,k,s′ |π̂|Ψκ
v,k,s〉 , (4.29)

with the pseudomomentum operator π̂ = p̂ + ~(4m0c
2)−1σ̂ ×∇V . Using the com-

mutation relation π̂ = im0~−1
[
Ĥ, r̂

]
between the Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.4) and the

position operator r̂, an equivalent electric dipole approximation form of Eq. 4.29

can be obtained:

Pκ
cs′,vs(k) = i

m0

~ 〈Ψ
κ
c,k,s′ |

[
Ĥ, r̂

]
|Ψκ

v,k,s〉

= i
m0

~
(
〈ĤΨκ

c,k,s′|r̂|Ψκ
v,k,s〉 − 〈Ψκ

c,k,s′|r̂|ĤΨκ
v,k,s〉

)
= i

m0

~
[
Eκ
c,s′(k)− Eκ

v,s(k)
]
〈Ψκ

c,k,s′ |r̂|Ψκ
v,k,s〉

= i
m0

~
[
Eκ
c,s(k)− Eκ

v,s(k)
]
〈Ψκ

c,k,s|r̂|Ψκ
v,k,s〉 δs′,s.

(4.30)
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This form of the electron-radiation interaction does not contain spin operators,

meaning that optical transitions are only allowed between orbital parts with the

same spin state. The subbands described by the two-band model are eigenstates of

σ̂z and therefore conserve the z-spin orientation during transition processes, which

is reflected by the Kronecker delta δs′,s in Eq. 4.30.

At first we consider the transition rate of an electron from a valence subband

to a conduction subband for the absorption of a σ± photon propagating along the

+z direction with ε = (1,±i, 0)/
√

2 = ε±. Strictly at K or K ′ the transition rate

is then quantified by ε± · Pκ
cs′,vs(0) ∝ 〈ψκc |ε± · r̂|ψκv 〉 δs′,s. Noting the identity of

Eq. 4.14 and that ε± · r̂ transforms the same way as p̂± under C3 rotation, it is

clear that this transition is allowed only if 2κ ± 1 mod 3 = 0, which defines the

chiral optical selection rules in TMD monolayers. This means that optical σ+ and

σ− fields propagating along +z only couple to the K (κ = +1) and K ′ (κ = −1)

points, respectively. This assignment is reversed for photons traveling along −z as

photons of opposite helicity and momentum have the same polarization vector. In

the experiment we consider all photons to be outgoing and therefore label incoming

photons by the opposite helicity.

Near the K and K ′ points the coupling strength to optical fields can be calculated

using the momentum space representation r̂ = i∇k of the position operator. With

Eqs. 4.25 to 4.27, we obtain

〈Ψκ
c,k,s|r̂|Ψκ

v,k,s〉 = i
{[(

Cκc,k,s
)†
∂ϕCκv,k,s

]
∇kϕ+

[(
Cκc,k,s

)†
∂ϑCκv,k,s

]
∇kϑ

}
, (4.31)

with the explicitly calculated contributions(
Cκc,k,s

)†
∂ϕCκv,k,s = −iκ

at|k|√
Λ2 + 4a2t2k2

, ∇kϕ = εz × k/k2, (4.32a)(
Cκc,k,s

)†
∂ϑCκv,k,s =

1

2
, ∇kϑ =

2atΛ

Λ2 + 4a2t2k2
εk, (4.32b)

where εz = (0, 0, 1) and εk = (kx, ky, 0)/|k|. With this the absolute square of the

wavevector-resolved matrix element entering the absorption rate in Eq. 4.28 for σ±

(σ∓) photons traveling along +z (−z) is given by the simple expression [109]:

∣∣ε± ·Pκ
cs,vs(k)

∣∣2 =
m2

0a
2t2

2~2

(
1± κ Λ√

Λ2 + 4a2t2k2

)2

=
∣∣Pκ,±cs,vs(k)

∣∣2. (4.33)

Within the validity of the two-band k·p model with Λ� at|k|, the valley-dependent

selection rules also uphold in the vicinity of the K and K ′ points. In fact, first-

principles calculations show that chiral absorption selectivity remains close to perfect

for the entire valleys and only exhibits rapid sign change across the valley bound-
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Figure 4.2: Valley- and spin-dependent optical selection rules for monolayer MoS2, as
a representative two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenide. The solid and dotted
curves respectively represent the band edge dispersions of the spin ↑ and ↓ subbands
quantized along the out-of-plane +z direction. Interband transitions denoted by the red
(blue) arrows for σ+ (σ−) photons propagating along the spin quantization axis are coupled
exclusively to the K (K ′) valley. Relevant energies (∆, λc, and λv) are not to scale and
labeled in accordance with the two-band model of Section 4.2.

aries [131]. Since the spin-split bands at K and K ′ are time-reversals of each other,

the selection rules are also inherently spin-dependent as schematically illustrated in

Fig. 4.2. This optical interface to the valley pseudospin allows to selectively generate

valley polarization and detect it upon recombination of the photocarriers [131–133].

It is straight forward to extend our analysis for absorption of radiation with

an arbitrary polarization and propagation direction. For example, linearly polarized

light traveling along the z axis will simultaneously excite both the K and K ′ val-

leys since the radiation can be considered as a coherent superposition of σ+ and σ−

photon beams. The optical coherence will then induce valley coherence in the form

of photocarrier pairs in a linear superposition at the K and K ′ valleys [134]. As

for radiation fields with in-plane wavevectors, only the in-plane polarization com-

ponents will couple to the valley subbands of our two-band model. This is owed to

the oddness of εz · r̂ and the evenness of the involved orbital states of the system

under σh reflection. However, in a more complete model the subbands are no longer

pure z-spin states and generally include minor contributions from direct products

of opposite spin states and remote odd orbital states. Consequently, nominally spin-

forbidden interband transitions become weakly allowed for z-polarized radiation, as

the odd dipole operator εz · r̂ couples orbital states with opposite σh parity [135].

Interestingly, at the K and K ′ points group theory dictates that such dark dipolar

transitions from the lower valence subbands must remain strictly forbidden [136].
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4.4 Berry curvature and valley Zeeman effect

Upon adiabatic evolution where external parameters are slowly changed in a closed

loop, an eigenstate of a quantum system acquires a phase, known as the Berry phase

[137], which is a gauge-invariant physical quantity. The associated Berry curvature

for a three dimensional parameter space is defined as a gauge field vector in analogy

to electrodynamics and a closed loop is no longer necessary. As a gauge-invariant

quantity and therefore an observable of the system, the Berry curvature is essential

to describe Bloch electrons [138]. It is an intrinsic property of the band structure

and finite for crystals without time-reversal symmetry or inversion symmetry. For

Bloch electrons with lattice-periodic states |uν,q〉 the Berry curvature is defined by

[138]:

Ων(q) = ∇q × 〈uν,q|i∇q|uν,q〉 . (4.34)

From this definition it can be shown that the presence of time-reversal symmetry

imposes the restriction

Ων(−q) = −Ων(q), (4.35)

and spatial inversion symmetry requires that

Ων(−q) = Ων(q). (4.36)

As a consequence, the Berry curvature must vanish for all q in systems with both

symmetries.

The Berry curvature can be understood as a magnetic field in momentum space

and therefore influences the dynamics of Bloch electrons. For example in the pres-

ence of an electric field, electrons acquire an anomalous velocity proportional to

the Berry curvature of their subband. In general, the semi-classical transport dy-

namics of adiabatically moving Bloch electrons confined within a single subband ν

can be treated as a narrow wavepacket with real and reciprocal space dimensions

much smaller than the lattice constant and the size of Brillouin zone, respectively.

In analogy to spin, the wavepacket may self-rotate around its center of mass and

therefore posses an orbital magnetic moment given by [139]:

Mν(q) = −i
e

2~ 〈∇quν,q| ×
[
e−iq·rĤeiq·r − Eν(k)

]
|∇quν,q〉 , (4.37)

where |uν,q〉 is an eigenstate of the transformed Hamiltonian e−iq·rĤeiq·r with the

eigenenergy Eν(k). It is worth mentioning that the orbital magnetic moment has

the same properties as the Berry curvature under time-reversal and spatial inversion

symmetry, and in many cases it can be significantly larger than the spin moment

[140]. Together with the Berry curvature, the orbital magnetic moment characterizes

the effect of the Berry phase of Bloch electrons.
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Within the formalism of the symmetry-based two-band model of Section 4.2, one

can write the Berry curvature for the subband µ, s around the K or K ′ point with

valley index κ of a TMD monolayer as

Ωκ
µ,s(k) = ∇k × 〈uκµ,ks|i∇k|uκµ,ks〉 . (4.38)

For two-dimensional crystals only the Berry curvature z component of the conduc-

tion and valence subbands is non-zero and can be written as [128, 139]:

[
Ωκ
c,s(k)

]
z

= − ~2

m2
0

∣∣Pκ,+cs,vs(k)
∣∣2 − ∣∣Pκ,−cs,vs(k)

∣∣2[
Eκv,s(k)− Eκc,s(k)

]2 = −
[
Ωκ
v,s(k)

]
z
. (4.39)

With Eqs. 4.24 and 4.33, the following analytic expression can be obtained:[
Ωκ
c,s(k)

]
z

= −κ 2a2t2Λ(
Λ2 + 4a2t2k2

)3/2 = −
[
Ωκ
v,s(k)

]
z
. (4.40)

In the same spirit the orbital magnetic moment of the subband µ, s of our

symmetry-based model is given by

Mκ
µ,s(k) = −i

e

2~ 〈∇ku
κ
µ,ks| ×

[
Ĥeff − Eκ

µ,s(k)
]
|∇ku

κ
µ,ks〉 , (4.41)

where in analogy to the Berry curvature only the z component is finite [128, 139]:

[
Mκ

c,s(k)
]
z

=
e~

2m2
0

∣∣Pκ,+cs,vs(k)
∣∣2 − ∣∣Pκ,−cs,vs(k)

∣∣2
Eκv,s(k)− Eκc,s(k)

=
[
Mκ

v,s(k)
]
z
. (4.42)

Thus, we obtain the expression[
Mκ

c,s(k)
]
z

= −κ ea2t2Λ

~
(
Λ2 + 4a2t2k2

) =
[
Mκ

v,s(k)
]
z
, (4.43)

which quantifies the orbital magnetic moment of the two-band approximation with

its peak value at k = 0 given by
[
Mκ

µ,s(0)
]
z

= −κea2t2/(~Λ) = κMorb
µ,s .

It is evident that the Berry curvatures as well as the orbital magnetic moments

of the Bloch subbands are inherently connected to the valley-contrasting circular

dichroism described in Section 4.3. Furthermore, the valley-contrasting Berry cur-

vatures also signify that in an in-plane electric field charge carriers in K and K ′ will

accumulate at opposite transverse boundaries of the sample [109, 128, 140]. This

valley Hall effect is closely related to the spin Hall effect, only with spins replaced

by valley pseudospins, and was experimentally verified for MoS2 monolayer devices

[27]. As the Berry curvatures in the conduction and valence subbands have opposite

signs for a given valley, electron and hole doped systems also exhibit a sign reversal
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to the valley Hall effect, which is moreover accompanied by a spin Hall effect for

both types of charge carriers [109].

In an out-of-plane external magnetic field Bz the orbital magnetic moment and

also the z-spin magnetic moment will induce a Zeeman shift in the K and K ′ valleys

[141]. As both magnetic moments for a given subband in K and K ′ are identical

in magnitude but opposite in sign, an applied field Bz will break the time-reversal

symmetry of the electronic states in the two valleys. The lifted degeneracy can be

measured in magneto-optical experiments as a linear splitting of optical interband

resonances as was first observed in the selenide monolayers [142–145], followed by

the sulfide [146] and MoTe2 monolayers [147]. A needed requirement for this valley

Zeeman effect is the generally asymmetric orbital magnetic moments in the con-

duction and valence subbands with the same spin index and valley pseudospin κ,

which yield unequal energy shifts κ∆orb
c and κ∆orb

v , respectively. The Zeeman shift

due to the spin magnetic moment (κ∆spin) does not contribute to the splitting as

spin is conserved in optical transitions, and has the same effect on the initial and

final states. Accordingly, the valley Zeeman splitting (∆VZ), defined as the energy

difference between optical interband resonances at K and K ′, can be quantified with

an effective g-factor (gVZ) as

∆VZ = 2
(
∆orb
c −∆orb

v

)
= gVZµBBz, (4.44)

where µB = e~/(2m0) is the Bohr magneton.

For our two-band model the net Zeeman shift ∆VZ must vanish since ∆orb
c =

−Mc,sBz and ∆orb
v = −Mv,sBz are the same as is evident from Eq. 4.43. This clearly

contradicts the experimentally observed gVZ ≈ −4 associated with optical recom-

bination of band-edge excitons [142–145]. Coulomb renormalization effects alone

cannot explain this discrepancy, which is in fact a generic shortcoming of two-band

approximations [148, 149] even in the presence of effective mass asymmetry terms

[150]. However, in a six-band k·p model coupling to the remote second upper conduc-

tion and third lower valence band can provide asymmetric orbital magnetic moments

which yield gVZ values in reasonable agreement with the experimental observations

[149].

Alternatively, an intuitive estimation of gVZ can be obtained by decomposing the

orbital magnetic moments along z in the conduction and valence bands into their

respective intercellular and intracellular components [142–145]. The Zeeman shift

arising from the intercellular current circulations for the valley κ is determined by

κ∆inter
µ with ∆inter

µ = µBBzm0/|m∗µ|, where m∗µ is the effective mass of the band µ

(we neglect the spin index). Since the effective masses in both bands are similar,

this contribution does not greatly affect gVZ. In contrast, the absolute shift owed
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Figure 4.3: Valley Zeeman effect in a monolayer transition metal dichalcogenide for out-
of-plane magnetic fields Bz. The schematic shows dipole allowed optical transitions from
and to the upper valence subband in K (spin ↑) and K ′ (spin ↓), which couple to σ+ and
σ− photons, respectively. For finite fields Bz the degeneracy of the valleys is lifted owed
to opposite Zeeman shifts in the two valleys with unequal contributions for the valence
and conduction subbands. The magnitude of the energy shift for the valence subband is
determined by contributions from the intracellular and intercellular orbital, as well as the
bare spin magnetic moments (∆intra

v , ∆inter
v , and ∆spin, respectively). For the conduction

subband, primarily constructed with dz2 orbitals, the intracellular magnetic moment is
approximately zero and the contribution from the intercellular magnetic moment (∆inter

c )
is different as a result of the electron-hole asymmetry.

to the intracellular magnetic moment from the multiorbital nature of the bands is

not symmetric and approximated by κ∆intra
µ ≈ µBBzm, where m is the magnetic

quantum number of the dominant basis orbitals of the bulk band µ (Eqs. 4.1).

While the d0 orbitals of the conduction band provide ∆intra
c ≈ 0, the intracellular

current circulation of valence band electrons primarily stems from d2κ orbitals and

contributes ∆intra
v ≈ 2µBBz. With this, the valley Zeeman splitting, calculated as

∆VZ = 2
(
∆inter
c −∆inter

v + ∆intra
c −∆intra

v

)
≈ 2
(
m0

|m∗c |
− m0

|m∗v|
− 2
)
µBBz, (4.45)

then yields gVZ ≈ −4 if m∗c and m∗v are the same in magnitude. An illustration de-

scribing the valley Zeeman effect within this simple approach is provided in Fig. 4.3.

4.5 Excitonic effects

To this end we have neglected Coulomb interaction between photoexcited charge

carriers. If this interaction is included bound excitonic states arise, which renormalize
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the optical band gap. In two-dimensional materials excitonic effects are especially

strong owed to enhancement by weak screening and the relatively large effective

masses [151]. Below we discuss the simple case of an electron-hole pair formed by

conduction and valence band states around the K and K ′ valleys. These bound

pairs are commonly referred to as A (B) excitons if the hole is in the upper (lower)

valence subband.

Within the framework of the two-band model of Section 4.2, the exciton basis

states can be represented as a linear combination of excited states of the system

[129, 152]: ∑
ke,kh

An,Qse,κe,sh,κh(ke,kh)
∣∣∣Ψκe

c,ke,se
Ψκh
v,kh,sh

〉
, (4.46)

where the coordinate representation of the two-particle excited state with an electron

in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band is given by〈
rerh

∣∣∣Ψκe
c,ke,se

Ψκh
v,kh,sh

〉
= Ψκe

c,ke,se
(re)Ψ

κh
v,kh,sh

(rh). (4.47)

Here, the subscripts e and h respectively denote electron and hole representations,

and the coordinates re and rh are taken to include the spin coordinates. Apart from

the spin indices (se, sh) and the valley indices (κe, κh), excitons states are labeled by

the envelope index n and the total exciton wavevector Q = ke + kh− (κe + κh)K/2

found in the expansion coefficients An,Qse,κe,sh,κh(ke,kh). The electron representation

is Ψκe
c,ke,se

(re) = Ψκ
c,k,s(rh) and the hole representation is defined by Ψκh

v,kh,sh
(rh) =

T̂ Ψκ
v,k,s(rh) with the time-reversal operator T̂ = K̂σ̂y. This convention means that

for momentum-direct excitons we have κe = −κh and ke = −kh, and that for

optically bright excitons coupled to light under normal incidence spin ↓h (↑h) holes

describe the absence of spin ↑e (↓e) electrons.

Using the effective mass theory for excitons and with neglected band mixing

[129], the binding energies En
X(Q) of the exciton states X = {se, κe, sh, κh} are

obtained from the differential equation(
−~2∇2

e

2m∗e
− ~2∇2

h

2m∗h
− e2

4πε0ε|re − rh|

)
Φn,Q
X (re, rh) = En

X(Q)Φn,Q
X (re, rh), (4.48)

with the vacuum permittivity ε0, the effective dielectric constant ε, the effective

electron (hole) mass m∗e = m∗c (m∗h = −m∗v), and the real-space envelope functions

Φn,Q
X (re, rh) = V−1

∑
ke,kh

eike·reeikh·rhAn,Qse,κe,sh,κh(ke,kh), (4.49)
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where V is the crystal volume. For TMD monolayers ε = ε(re, rh) is non-local and

strongly dependent on the electron and hole separation of the exciton state [153].

To obtain a simple estimate for the exciton binding energies we assume a constant

background dielectric constant of ε ≈ 5, which is in agreement with the monolayer

being on top of a substrate with a static dielectric constant of ∼ 10. Then by

considering only in-plane motion of the charge carriers, Eq. 4.49 yields the Rydberg

series of the two-dimensional hydrogen model [154], complemented by the center of

mass kinetic energy of the exciton:

En
X(Q) =

~2Q2

2(m∗e +m∗h)
− e4

32π2~2ε20ε2(n− 1/2)2
m∗em

∗
h

m∗e +m∗h
. (4.50)

For similar electron and hole effective masses of ∼ 0.5m0, the ground state binding

energy is roughly E1
X(0) ≈ −0.5 eV, which greatly exceeds those found for conven-

tional two-dimensional semiconductors based on GaAs. This value agrees in order

of magnitude with the reported experiments [15–19], and clearly shows that robust

excitons that are stable at room temperature dominate the photophysics in TMD

monolayers. Even though the binding energies are comparable to typical Frenkel

excitons, ab initio calculations show that the exciton wavefunctions extend over

several unit cells and yield a Bohr radius of ∼ 1 nm for the lowest state [17, 155].

Thus, the wavefunctions are largely of the Wannier-Mott character, which justifies

the effective mass approximation of Eq. 4.48.





Chapter 5

Opto-valleytronic imaging of
two-dimensional semiconductors

This chapter is based on the original publication P2:

A. Neumann, J. Lindlau, L. Colombier, M. Nutz, S. Najmaei, J. Lou, A. D. Mohite, H.

Yamaguchi, and A. Högele. Opto-valleytronic imaging of atomically thin semiconductors.

Nat. Nanotechnol. 12, 329–334 (2017).

Transition metal dichalcogenide semiconductors represent elementary components

of layered heterostructures for emergent technologies beyond conventional opto-

electronics. In their monolayer form they host electrons with quantized circular

motion and associated valley polarization and valley coherence as key elements of

opto-valleytronic functionality. This chapter introduces two-dimensional polarimetry

as means of direct imaging of the valley pseudospin degree of freedom in monolayer

transition metal dichalcogenides. Using molybdenum disulfide as a representative

material with valley-selective optical transitions, we establish quantitative image

analysis for polarimetric maps of extended crystals, and identify valley polariza-

tion and valley coherence as sensitive probes of crystalline disorder. Moreover, we

find site-dependent thermal and non-thermal regimes of valley-polarized excitons in

perpendicular magnetic fields. Finally, we demonstrate the potential of wide-field

polarimetry for rapid inspection of opto-valleytronic devices based on atomically

thin semiconductors and heterostructures.
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5.1 Introduction and overview of the experiment

The valley quantum degree of freedom manifests itself as the quantized angular

motion of crystal electrons near the band edges. In analogy to spin it represents a

resource for quantum information in conventional semiconductors such as aluminum

arsenide [156] and silicon [157], or in atomically thin materials including graphene

[158] and TMDs [25, 109]. Direct band gap monolayer TMDs [9, 10] are particularly

viable for practical realizations of valleytronic concepts as they enable initialization

[109], manipulation [159], and detection [131–133] of the valley pseudospin by all-

optical means. Despite successful realization of first opto-valleytronic devices [27,

28], controversy prevails with respect to possible intrinsic and extrinsic origins of

significant variations in the degrees of valley polarization [131–133, 160, 161] and val-

ley coherence [134, 162] observed for different material representatives of monolayer

TMD semiconductors.

The valley pseudospin in TMDs is most conveniently accessed with PL polarime-

try of band-edge excitons [25]. The degrees of circular and linear PL polarization,

Pc and Pl, defined as the ratio of emission intensities P = (Ico − Icr)/(Ico + Icr) de-

tected in co-polarized (Ico) and cross-polarized (Icr) configurations with a circularly

(σ) or linearly (π) polarized excitation laser, are direct measures of valley polar-

ization [131–133] and valley coherence [134, 162]. Most values reported for circular

and linear PL polarizations in monolayer TMDs are well below unity, and they vary

significantly with material quality or the underlying substrate [131–133, 160, 161,

163–165]. A detailed understanding of the variations in Pc and Pl has been elusive to

date and partly attributed to different ratios of the exciton and valley dynamics in

different samples. Analogous to optical spin orientation [166], ideal initialization of

the valley polarization yields in a steady-state PL measurement Pc = 1/(1 + τ0/τl)

close to unity if the exciton lifetime τ0 is short as compared to the longitudinal valley

decay time τl. The same argument holds for Pl as a measure of valley coherence with

the transverse valley decay time τt. For TMD monolayers with long-lived excitons,

one therefore expects a sizable reduction in the degrees of circular and linear po-

larizations due to exchange-mediated valley decay and dephasing [167–169] active

during the exciton lifetime.

In the following we demonstrate that the notion of the degrees of circular and

linear polarization as being determined simply by the exciton and valley lifetimes

is of limited validity, and therefore previous quantitative conclusions drawn from

this simplistic picture should be critically revised. However, the model is helpful for

a qualitative interpretation of varying degrees of valley polarization and coherence

across single TMD monolayers. A more quantitative analysis can be provided by

taking into account the optical valley initialization processes. This insight is based
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on our experiments on extended MoS2 flakes grown by CVD and transferred onto

SiO2/Si substrates as a representative TMD material system (see Appendix A for

sample details). The valley pseudospin physics in single- and poly-crystalline MoS2

monolayers were addressed with steady-state two-dimensional circular and linear PL

polarimetry.

5.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy of extended

monolayers

We begin our studies by characterizing individual MoS2 crystals with cryogenic PL

spectroscopy. The experimental setup for confocal PL spectroscopy and raster-scan

imaging is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1a. The sample was cooled to 3.1 K in

a closed-cycle cryostat and positioned within the confocal excitation and detection

spots of a low-temperature apochromatic objective. The polarization of the excita-
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Figure 5.1: Confocal spectroscopy of extended MoS2 monolayers. a, Experimental setup
schematics: the sample with extended monolayer MoS2 crystals on SiO2 is positioned
within diffraction-limited confocal laser excitation and photoluminescence detection spots
(0.7 μm diameter) of a low-temperature apochromatic objective in a closed-cycle cryostat
with a base temperature of 3.1 K. A solenoid allows to apply magnetic fields of up to 9 T
perpendicular to the crystal plane. The excitation and detection channels feature polarizing
optical components for photoluminescence polarimetry in circular (σ) and linear (π) bases.
b, Cryogenic photoluminescence spectrum of monolayer MoS2 with A, B, and low-energy
(L) exciton features. c, Photoluminescence intensities of A and L excitons as a function of
laser power recorded within the colored spectral bands in b; dashed lines indicate linear
response. The data were recorded at 3.1 K with a laser at 532 nm.
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a b

c d

A L

Normalized PL
0.0 1.0

Figure 5.2: a and b, Raster-scan images of the photoluminescence intensity within the
A and L exciton bands of Fig. 5.1b for a single-crystalline MoS2 flake grown by chemical
vapor deposition. c and d, Same for a poly-crystalline MoS2 flake. The data were measured
at 3.1 K with excitation at 532 nm; scale bars are 5 μm.

tion and detection pathways was set independently for circular or linear polarimetry

by suitable combinations of linear polarizers, half- and quarter-waveplates. A super-

conducting solenoid was used to apply magnetic fields up to 9 T perpendicular to

the sample.

A representative cryogenic spectrum of monolayer MoS2 recorded with a non-

resonant CW excitation laser1 at 532 nm is shown in Fig. 5.1b. It features A and

B exciton PL around 1.9 eV and 2.0 eV characteristic of monolayer MoS2 on SiO2

[9, 10]. Additionally, we observed a redshifted PL of localized excitons (L) which

exhibit saturation as a function of the excitation laser power [170] in contrast to

A excitons with linear response (Fig. 5.1c). The maps in Fig. 5.2a–d, constructed

by color-coding normalized raster-scan PL within exciton-specific bands indicated in

Fig. 5.1b, show the A and L exciton PL profiles for two representative MoS2 flakes of

our studies. The triangular shape (Fig. 5.2a and b) is typical for CVD-grown single-

crystal flakes, while the star-shaped geometry of the poly-crystalline flake (Fig. 5.2c

and d) reflects a cluster of single-crystal domains separated by grain boundaries [12,

13]. The PL intensity profiles show spatial variations across the flakes due to the

presence of spatial inhomogeneities in the crystal quality. The edges and the center

of the single-crystal triangle exhibit a more intense A exciton PL than the rest of

the flake (Fig. 5.2a), while the L exciton emission is most intense in a ’puddle’ at

1CNI, MLL-III-532-50-1
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the right edge of the triangle (Fig. 5.2b). Based on previous studies [12, 13], Raman

spectroscopy and optical inspection of other flakes on our sample, we identify the

central region as a bilayer triangle formed on top of the monolayer single-crystal

MoS2. The puddle is probably a collection of point defect contaminants responsible

for exciton localization [170]. The poly-crystalline star shows homogeneous domains

of both A and L emission separated by lines of enhanced intensity (Fig. 5.2c and

d) at the grain boundaries [12, 13] which also seem to favor exciton localization. At

low excitation powers, emission hotspots of cryogenic QDs [59–62] dominate the PL

intensity profiles of L excitons (see Section 5.5.1).

5.2.1 Basic spectral characteristics

Apart from the non-resonant excitation at 532 nm (2.33 eV), the PL of mono-

layer MoS2 crystals on SiO2/Si was optionally excited with a CW laser2 at 637 nm

(1.95 eV) in resonance with the blue shoulder of the A exciton. Here, the spectral

features of the two excitation schemes are briefly discussed. The non-resonant PL

shown in Fig. 5.3a exhibits contributions of both neutral and charged excitons, A

and A−, due to unintentional doping of MoS2 crystals on p-doped SiO2/Si sub-

strates [171]. The asymmetric lineshape of the total PL (spectrum in Fig. 5.3a)

can be decomposed into two Lorentzians with equal FWHM linewidths of 62 meV

separated by the trion binding energy of ∼ 30 meV [172]. The near-resonant spec-

trum3 recorded with a long-pass filter at 652 nm (1.90 eV) in Fig. 5.3b (gray and

blue traces show for the same flake position non-resonant and near-resonant spec-

tra, respectively) exhibited additional sharp features identified as Raman scattered

photons by the substrate (Si) and the MoS2 monolayer, with assignments given in

Fig. 5.4a adopted from Ref. 173. The Raman spectra were useful to identify bilayer

regions (as in the center of the single-crystal triangle) where they exhibited a char-

acteristic splitting of the A1g(Γ ) mode shown in Fig. 5.4b under resonant excitation

with the fundamental exciton [174].

To avoid contamination of the opto-valleytronic properties of A excitons by Ra-

man photons, we selected a spectral band of 3 meV width centered at 1.879 eV

near the PL maximum of the A exciton emission and away from Raman resonances

(the red spectral interval in Figs. 5.1b, 5.3, and 5.4a is the same). Moreover, for

the quantitative analysis of the degree of circular polarization of A excitons, the

contribution of A− was removed by fitting the total PL with two Lorentzians and

subtracting the contribution of the trion PL from the spectral band chosen for the

opto-valleytronic analysis as described above.

2New Focus, Velocity TLB-6704
3The spectral resolution for confocal PL measurements was ∼ 0.35 meV.
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Figure 5.3: a, Photoluminescence spectrum reproduced from Fig. 5.1b (gray) with
Lorentzian fits (orange) to the contributions of the neutral and charged excitons, A and
A−, centered around 1.882 eV and 1.852 eV, respectively, with full-width at half-maximum
linewidths of 62 meV. b, Comparison of the photoluminescence spectra for non-resonant
excitation at 532 nm (2.33 eV) and excitation at 637 nm (1.95 eV) in resonance with
the blue shoulder of the A exciton (gray and blue traces, respectively); the near-resonant
spectrum was recorded with a long-pass filter at 652 nm (1.90 eV). The A exciton band
is indicated in red for all spectra. Sharp spectral features on the photoluminescence peak
in b are Raman modes as described in Fig. 5.4. The data were recorded at 3.1 K.
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Figure 5.4: a, Monolayer MoS2 Raman spectrum for the near-resonant excitation at
637 nm; the Raman modes were assigned according to the bulk notation of Ref. 173. The
spectrum was measured with a resolution of ∼ 0.6 cm−1 on the same flake and regular
position as in Fig. 5.3b; note that the A exciton band of 3 meV width (shown in red) is
away from Raman features. b, Vertically offset Raman spectra of the E1

2g(Γ ) and A1g(Γ )
modes for the near-resonant excitation at 637 nm on representative monolayer (ML) and
bilayer (BL) positions of the triangular flake in Fig. 5.2 (the dashed lines are guides
to the eye). The splitting of the A1g(Γ ) mode is characteristic of bilayer transition metal
dichalcogenides under resonant excitation [174]. All measurements were obtained at 3.1 K.
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5.2.2 Polarization-resolved photoluminescence

Co-polarized (Ico) and cross-polarized (Icr) PL spectra recorded with an excitation

laser at 637 nm are shown in Fig. 5.5a and c for circular and linear bases, respec-

tively. The spectral characteristics of Pc and Pl, presented in Fig. 5.5b and d, were

calculated as the normalized differences between co- and cross-polarized PL inten-

sities according to P = (Ico − Icr)/(Ico + Icr). Data in Fig. 5.5e and f confirm that

the degree of linear polarization is independent of the choice of the linear basis (the

linear PL polarization is parallel to the axis of the excitation laser set along πH and

πD in Fig. 5.5e and f, respectively). The red bar in Fig. 5.5a–d is the earlier assigned

band used for confocal opto-valleytronic imaging of A excitons.
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Figure 5.5: a, Photoluminescence spectra recorded in co-polarized (solid trace, Ico) and
cross-polarized (dashed trace, Icr) configurations with σ+ excitation. b, Corresponding
degree of circular polarization Pc. c, Co- and cross-polarized photoluminescence spectra
under linear (πH) excitation and d, degree of linear polarization Pl. The A exciton band
indicated in red was used for confocal opto-valleytronic imaging. e, f, Polar plots of the
normalized photoluminescence intensity within the spectral band as a function of the
rotation angle θ of the linear analyzer for πH, πD orientations of the linear polarizer
(indicated by red arrows), respectively. The gray solid lines are fits to the data with a
[1+Pl cos(2θ−2φ)] functional dependence, where φ is the polarizer angle. All measurements
were recorded on the monolayer triangle away from defects with an excitation laser at
637 nm (1.95 eV) and a long-pass filter at 652 nm (1.90 eV); the temperature was 3.1 K.
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Figure 5.6: a, b, Time-resolved photoluminescence of A excitons (blue trace) and local-
ized excitons in and away from the puddle, Lp and L (red and blue circles). Band-pass
filters with widths of 35 meV (50 meV) were used for spectral selection of A (L and Lp)
excitons. The decay dynamics in a were limited by the instrument response function (irf)
with a measured full-width at half-maximum of ∼ 14 ps (gray trace). The solid lines in b
are fits to the data: the fast decay components of the localized excitons were dispersion
broadened, the slow components exhibited monoexponential decays with decay constants
of 174 ± 12 ps and contributions relative to the total signal of 12% (Lp, dark red trace)
and 8% (L, dark blue trace). All data were measured on the triangular MoS2 flake with
laser excitation at 637 nm in a and 630 nm in b; the temperature was 3.1 K.

5.2.3 Time-resolved photoluminescence

In the following we address the PL decay dynamics of A and localized excitons on a

regular position and in the puddle for the MoS2 triangle of Fig. 5.2. The time-resolved

studies presented in Fig. 5.6 were performed using a streak camera for detection and

a femtosecond optical parametric oscillator4 (OPO) for excitation. The fiber-coupled

system exhibited dispersion-limited temporal resolution down to ∼ 10 ps depending

on the spectral bandwidth and the length of the single-mode fiber. The A exciton

PL dynamics, measured in a spectral band of 35 meV, showed radiative decay with

a time constant below the resolution limit of ∼ 14 ps given by the dispersion-limited

instrument response function (Fig. 5.6a). Localized excitons, selected by a band-pass

filter of 50 meV width, exhibited two decay timescales (Fig. 5.6b): the dominant fast

component was resolution-limited (with partial contribution from A excitons), and

the slow component exhibited monoexponential decay with a lifetime of 174± 12 ps

in agreement with previous results [161]. The slow decay channel accounted for 8%

of the total PL intensity on a regular position (L) and for 12% in the puddle (Lp)

of the triangular crystal.

4Coherent, Mira-OPO
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5.3 Raster-scan opto-valleytronic imaging

The polarization-resolving feature of our setup allows us to identify characteristic

signatures of crystal defects with circular and linear polarimetry. To construct polari-

metric maps we raster-scanned the sample with respect to fixed confocal excitation

and detection spots, and performed spectral acquisition of co- and cross-polarized

PL at each raster pixel with an excitation power density of ∼ 25 kW/cm2. An

averaged background spectrum was subtracted from all image pixels, and co- and

cross-polarized PL intensities of A and L excitons were integrated within the spec-

tral bands shown in Fig. 5.1b. Pixels with a standard deviation of P above 0.05,

stemming from vanishingly small PL intensities away from the flake, were set to

zero.

The two-dimensional maps of the degrees of circular and linear PL polarizations

in Fig. 5.7a–d were recorded for the flakes of Fig. 5.2 with a laser at 637 nm in

resonance with the blue shoulder of the A exciton PL which typically results in high

near-resonant polarization values [19, 132, 134, 161]. In the absence of an external

magnetic field, time-reversal symmetry implies identical degrees of K and K ′ valley

polarization and thus equal Pc recorded with σ+ and σ− polarimetry [109]. Equiv-

alently, the valley coherence is independent of the choice of the linear basis [134].
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Figure 5.7: Raster-scan polarimetry of single- and poly-crystalline MoS2. a, b, Circular
and c, d, linear polarimetric profiles of the photoluminescence within the A exciton band
for single- and poly-crystalline MoS2 of Fig. 5.2, respectively. The false-color maps in e and
f were computed as scaled differences of Pc and Pl (with different scaling factors η as given
in e and f) to highlight the regions of bilayer formation (green) and valley decoherence at
crystal defects (orange). All data were recorded with an excitation laser at 637 nm; the
temperature was 3.1 K.
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First, we focus our analysis on the fundamental A exciton to discuss the polarization

in the K valley, and the valley coherence in terms of K-K ′ superpositions.

The feature of highest contrast in the Pc maps of the single- and poly-crystalline

flakes is located at the triangle center (Fig. 5.7a) and coincides with the bilayer

region discussed earlier. Optical selection rules are different for TMD bilayers [175]

and provide direct means to single out bilayer regions in polarimetric imaging. Away

from bilayer regions and edges, the degree of Pc in Fig. 5.7a and b is remarkably high

and homogeneous. Most surprisingly, the grain boundaries of the poly-crystalline star

are almost invisible in the map of Fig. 5.7b. This observation of homogeneous valley

polarization is in stark contrast to the sizable variations in the PL intensity profiles

(Fig. 5.2a and c). It is also strongly contrasted by the pronounced inhomogeneities

of the respective Pl profiles in Fig. 5.7c and d, where both the puddle and the grain

boundaries appear most prominently as sites of low valley coherence. To discuss these

differences qualitatively, we recall the simple model where valley depolarization and

dephasing are responsible for the reduction of Pc and Pl during the exciton lifetime.

High Pc values in the maps of Fig. 5.7a and b imply that the degree of optical valley

pseudospin initialization is high in our experiments — a necessary condition for the

optical generation of valley coherence. With the exception of the bilayer region, the

homogenous Pc profiles also suggest that the longitudinal valley relaxation is slow

on the timescale of the exciton lifetime even in the presence of disorder. On the same

timescale, however, rapid transverse valley relaxation results in locally reduced Pl

values as in the defective regions of the flakes in Fig. 5.7c and d.

In order to visualize the regions of rapid valley dephasing signified by large differ-

ences in Pc and Pl, we present differential polarization profiles for both representative

flakes. Fig. 5.7e and f were computed with a scaling factor η of 0.65 and 0.91, re-

spectively, to enhance the map contrast and thus the visibility of monolayer defects

by highlighting sites of valley decoherence (crystal edges, grain boundaries, and the

puddle of surface contaminants) in orange and bilayers in green. Orange regions

of disorder are characterized by rapid dephasing of optically generated quantum

coherent superpositions of K and K ′ excitons without signatures of low valley po-

larization. The white areas of the differential profiles in Fig. 5.7e and f identify the

least defective monolayer crystals most favorable for opto-valleytronic applications.

These qualitative observations are furthermore documented in Fig. 5.8, where

we reproduce the maps of Fig. 5.7a–d to indicate specific positions (numbered from

1 to 6) for a quantitative comparison of site-to-site variations of Pc (blue bars)

and Pl (purple bars) summarized in Fig. 5.8e for the of A exciton band. Similar

polarimetric measurements were performed on other MoS2 flakes. Fig. 5.9a, c and

Fig. 5.9b, d show profiles of Pc and Pl for a poly-crystalline and a single-crystalline
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Figure 5.8: a, b, Circular and c, d, linear polarimetric profiles for A exciton bands of
single- and poly-crystalline MoS2, respectively. The data are reproduced from Fig. 5.7a–d
with specific positions 1–6 added for a quantitative comparison. e, Pc (blue bars) and Pl

(purple bars) for A excitons at characteristic positions of the flakes marked with red circles
in c and d. All data were measured at 3.1 K with laser excitation at 637 nm.
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Figure 5.9: a, b, Maps of Pc and Pl for a segment of a poly-crystalline MoS2 flake (scale
bar is 10 μm). c, d, Maps of Pc and Pl for a single-crystal monolayer triangle (scale bar
is 3 μm). The bar chart in e summarizes variations in Pc and Pl (blue and purple bars,
respectively) for five different MoS2 monolayers at 3.1 K and 637 nm excitation.

MoS2 monolayer, respectively. The bar chart in Fig. 5.9e summarizes the statistics

of Pc and Pl acquired on five different monolayer flakes.
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5.3.1 Equivalence of polarization bases at zero magnetic
field

In the absence of an external magnetic field, time-reversal symmetry implies the

equivalence of the degrees of circular polarization measured in σ+ and σ− con-

figurations. The set of data in Fig. 5.10a–c demonstrates that the degree of the

circular polarization is independent of the choice of the circular basis: Pc is iden-

tical (within the precision of our measurement) for σ+ and σ− polarization bases

(compare Fig. 5.10a and b, respectively). This fact is also reflected by the vanishing

difference profile ∆Pc = Pc(σ
+) − Pc(σ

−) shown in Fig. 5.10c. The analogous set

of data is respectively shown for the degrees of linear polarization recorded under

horizontal (πH) and diagonal (πD) linearly polarized excitations in Fig. 5.10d and e;

their vanishing difference ∆Pl = Pl(π
H) − Pl(π

D) is plotted in Fig. 5.10f. The data

demonstrate the independence of Pl of the choice of the linear basis.

d e fπH πD

a b c

ΔPc

σ+ σ−

0.0 0.8
Pc

0.0 0.4
Pl ΔPl

-0.1 0.1

-0.1 0.1

Figure 5.10: a, b, Pc and d, e, Pl for circularly polarized σ+, σ− (right- and left-handed)
and linearly polarized πH, πD (horizontal and diagonal) laser excitation. c, Equivalence of
the circular polarization bases, where changes to Pc are prohibited by time-reversal sym-
metry, computed as ∆Pc = Pc(σ

+)− Pc(σ
−) ' 0. f, Same for different linear polarization

bases: ∆Pl = Pl(π
H) − Pl(π

D) ' 0. Note the changed scale in c and f. All measurements
were spectrally integrated and recorded at zero magnetic field with laser excitation at
637 nm. The temperature was 3.1 K.
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5.4 Opto-valleytronic imaging in magnetic field

Our analysis is complemented by circular polarimetric profiling in non-zero mag-

netic fields. A positive magnetic field oriented orthogonal to the TMD monolayer

plane breaks the time-reversal symmetry and lifts the valley degeneracy by decreas-

ing (increasing) the exciton energy in the K (K ′) valley [142–146, 148]. Moreover, it

changes the degree of circular polarization [142–145, 148], which we monitored for

our flakes with magneto-optical polarimetry. The polarimetric maps recorded in a

magnetic field of +9 T within the A and L exciton bands are shown in Fig. 5.11a–d

for the representative single-crystal triangle. The main signature of the valley Zee-

man effect in opto-valleytronic imaging is the field-induced difference in Pc measured

with σ+ and σ− excitations (compare Fig. 5.11a and c with b and d). In a positive

field of 9 T the Pc within both A and L spectral bands exhibits a decrease (increase)

under σ+ (σ−) excitation in regular regions of the triangular flake.

To analyze the field-induced changes in the valley polarization of A excitons

we removed the contribution of the trion PL from the A exciton band by spectral

deconvolution (see Section 5.2.1). The resulting evolution of Pc with magnetic field

on a regular site of the single-crystal triangle is presented in the upper and central
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Figure 5.11: The valley Zeeman effect in polarimetric imaging. a, b, and c, d, Circular
polarimetric profiles within the A and L exciton bands under σ+ and σ− excitations in
a magnetic field of +9 T. Note the negative Pc of bilayer and L excitons away from the
puddle (red-colored regions). e, Evolutions of A and L exciton Pc with magnetic field.
Upper and central panels: A and L excitons in a monolayer region away from the puddle;
lower panel: Lp excitons in the puddle (the contribution of trions was removed from the
Pc of A). The solid lines are results of the model as described in the text. All data were
recorded at 3.1 K with excitation at 637 nm.
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panels of Fig. 5.11e for the deconvolved A exciton and for the L exciton band,

respectively. The data in the upper panel of Fig. 5.11e exhibit an evolution similar

to A excitons in WSe2 monolayer [144] with an X-shaped pattern that can be much

less pronounced on different samples and under less resonant excitation [148]. This

X-shape is not a generic feature of TMD magnetoluminescence as it is distinct

from the Pc evolutions of MoSe2 neutral excitons in magnetic field [143, 148]. It

rather reflects a counter-intuitive steady-state distribution of excitons among the

two Zeeman-split K and K ′ valleys [144]: at positive magnetic fields the population

in the energetically higher valley Zeeman branch K ′ becomes progressively protected

from the relaxation into the lower branch K with increasing magnetic field. This

’hot’ valley exciton population on a regular position is contrasted by the ’thermal’

distribution of localized excitons in the puddle, Lp, with a sign reversal of the X-

pattern (Fig. 5.11e, lower panel) as one would expect for a population redistribution

that favors the exciton state of lowest energy. The fits to the data (solid lines in

Fig. 5.11e) are based on the rate equation model discussed in Section 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.12: Left panel: a, b, and d, e, Circular polarimetric profiles within the A and
L exciton bands under σ+ and σ− excitations in a magnetic field of B = +9 T reproduced
from Fig. 5.11. c, f, Corresponding changes in the degrees of circular polarization of the
photoluminescence within the A and L exciton bands, respectively, computed as ∆Pc =
Pc(σ

+) − Pc(σ
−). Right panel: g–l, Same as the left panel a–f, but for B = −9 T. Sign

reversal of magnetic field interchanges the roles of the Zeeman branches associated with
σ+ and σ− excitations, which results in a sign reversal of ∆Pc as compared to the left
panel. All data were recorded at 3.1 K and with a 637 nm laser.
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The changes of the degree of circular polarization, quantified as ∆Pc = Pc(σ
+)−

Pc(σ
−), are visualized in Fig. 5.12 for opto-valleytronic imaging in positive as well

as negative fields. For A excitons at B = +9 T, ∆Pc is negative (magenta-colored)

throughout the MoS2 flake (Fig. 5.12c). This corresponds to a decrease (increase)

of the σ+ (σ−) degree of circular polarization for the lower (upper) K (K ′) Zeeman

branch of A excitons as reproduced in Fig. 5.12a (Fig. 5.12b). The L excitons (with

corresponding opto-valleytronic maps reproduced in Fig. 5.12d and e) show the

same trend away from the puddle and reversed features in the puddle (cyan-colored

region in Fig. 5.12f) in accord with thermal population distribution. The right panel

of Fig. 5.12 shows the same set of data but for B = −9 T. The sign reversal of the

magnetic field results in interchanged roles of σ+ and σ− polarizations (Fig. 5.12g,

h, j, and k) and thus in a sign reversal of ∆Pc (Fig. 5.12i and l).

5.4.1 Theoretical modeling of the valley polarization

In the following we model the degree of circular polarization of excitons in monolayer

MoS2 in the presence of an external magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the

crystal surface. To this end we consider a four level system with the crystal ground

state |0〉, the K exciton state |1〉, the K ′ exciton state |2〉, and an excited state |3〉
in one of the two valleys. All levels are denoted in Fig. 5.13, where without loss of

generality the excited state |3〉 is in the K valley. In the following, exciton states

in K (K ′) that couple to σ+ (σ−) polarized optical transitions are tagged with the

valley index κ = +1 (κ = −1).

For a σ+ (σ−) polarized optical transition that is assumed to create population

exclusively in the excited K (K ′) state, the temporal evolution of the populations

in each state is given by the following set of rate equations:

ground state |0〉 : ρ̇0 = ρ1γ0 + ρ2γ0 − ρ0γ03, (5.1a)

K state |1〉 : ρ̇1 = ρ3γ31 + ρ2γ21 − ρ1γ12 − ρ1γ0, (5.1b)

K ′ state |2〉 : ρ̇2 = ρ3γ32 − ρ2γ21 + ρ1γ12 − ρ2γ0, (5.1c)

excited state |3〉 : ρ̇3 = ρ0γ03 − ρ3γ31 − ρ3γ32, (5.1d)

where ρi is the population of the ith state, ρ̇i is the temporal derivative of ρi, and γij
is the transition rate from state i to j. The population dynamics are governed by the

following rates: γ03 denotes the absorption rate from the crystal ground state into

an excited state in one of the two valleys, γ31 and γ32 are the valley conserving and

valley flipping relaxation rates (or vice versa), γ12 and γ21 are the valley flipping rates

among the K and K ′ states, and γ0 is the K and K ′ exciton decay rate (including

both radiative and non-radiative channels). The total population of the system is
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Figure 5.13: Schematics of the model system: energy levels and transition rates of a four
level system with the crystal ground state |0〉, the K exciton state |1〉, the K ′ exciton
state |2〉, and the excited K exciton state |3〉. The solid (dotted) red and blue dispersions
represent K and K ′ excitons without (with) an external magnetic field. γ03 denotes the
absorption rate from the crystal ground state into the excited state of the K valley exciton,
γ31 and γ32 are the valley conserving and valley flipping relaxation rates, γ12 and γ21 are
the valley flipping rates among the K and K ′ states, and γ0 is the K and K ′ exciton decay
rate (including both radiative and non-radiative channels).

normalized to ρ0 + ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3 = 1, and steady-state solutions are obtained for

ρ̇i = 0. The degree of circular polarization Pc = (Ico − Icr)/(Ico + Icr) is obtained

from steady-state populations ρ1 and ρ2 of the K and K ′ valleys:

Pc = κ
ρ1 − ρ2
ρ1 + ρ2

, (5.2)

with the explicit expression equivalent to the one derived in the Supplementary

Information of Ref. 144:

Pc = κ

(
γ0

γ0 + γ12 + γ21

γ31 − γ32
γ31 + γ32

+
γ21 − γ12

γ0 + γ12 + γ21

)
. (5.3)

We rewrite this expression as

Pc = κ

(
γ0

γ0 + γ12 + γ21

1− bκ
1 + bκ

+
γ21 − γ12

γ0 + γ12 + γ21

)
, (5.4)

with a branching parameter bκ given by the ratio of the valley flipping to the valley

conserving relaxation rates:

bκ =

(
γ32
γ31

)κ
. (5.5)
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The definition of the branching parameter implies bκ = γ32/γ31 (bκ = γ31/γ32) for

κ = +1 (κ = −1).

First, we examine the the degree of circular polarization given by Eqs. 5.3 and

5.4 at zero magnetic field. In the presence of time-reversal symmetry, the valley

flipping processes are symmetric and thus γ12 = γ21. Moreover, in the limit of ideal

initial polarization, i. e. for bκ = 0, Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 simplify to

P 0
c =

1

1 + 2γl/γ0
=

1

1 + 2r0
, (5.6)

where r0 = γ12/γ0 = γ21/γ0 is the ratio of the zero-field longitudinal valley de-

polarization rate γ12 = γ21 = γl to the exciton decay rate γ0. This expression is

equivalent to the one derived in Ref. 132, and it corresponds to the steady-state de-

gree of circular polarization in optical spin orientation with ideal initial polarization

[166]:

P 0
c =

1

1 + τ0/τl
, (5.7)

if we identify τ0 = 1/γ0 as the exciton lifetime and τl = 1/(2γl) as the valley

depolarization time.

In case the initial polarization of the fundamental exciton populations in K and

K ′ valleys is non-ideal because of valley flipping events upon relaxation from the

optically excited state, we have analogous to imperfect spin orientation [166]:

P 0
c = P 0

i
1

1 + 2r0
=

1− bκ
1 + bκ

1

1 + 2r0
, (5.8)

with the initial polarization P 0
i = (1 − bκ)/(1 + bκ) given by the yield of optical

valley polarization of K and K ′ populations at zero magnetic field in the presence

of finite branching bκ > 0.

In a finite magnetic field B applied perpendicular to the sample, the valley

Zeeman splitting ∆VZ [142–146, 148] introduces an imbalance between γ12 and γ21.

In the presence of non-zero branching, we return to Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 to recapitulate

the findings of Ref. 144 with respect to the magnetic field evolution of Pc. First we

note qualitatively that due to the valley Zeeman splitting, the imbalance of γ12 and

γ21 increases (decreases) the population transfer rate from the upper (lower) to the

lower (upper) Zeeman branch. Thus, provided sufficiently rapid valley depolarization

on the timescale of the exciton lifetime, we expect the population to relax into the

energetically lower valley. Consequently, the Pc of the upper (lower) Zeeman valley

should decrease (increase) with magnetic field. The opposite trend is observed in

our study of A and L excitons in monolayer MoS2 away from defects in agreement

with the A exciton response in monolayer WSe2 reported in Ref. 144. This counter-
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intuitive population distribution was attributed to (i) slow intervalley scattering

and (ii) polarization protecting branching ratio bκ that decreases (increases) for the

upper (lower) valley with magnetic field [144]. Since no explicit expression for the

functional form of the evolution of bκ with magnetic field was given in Ref. 144, and

to account for different materials and experimental conditions, we approximate bκ
with a linear function in B:

bκ(B) = b0 + κδB, (5.9)

where b0 is the zero-field branching ratio and δ is a proportionality factor. It is

worth noting that Eq. 5.9 should be interpreted as a low-field approximation since

it would yield unphysical negative values for bκ(B) in the limit of sufficiently high

fields. Moreover, a difference in δ for the K and K ′ valleys could account for broken

time-reversal symmetry in absence of a magnetic field as pointed out in Ref. 144.

To proceed with the analysis of our data using the model of Ref. 144 where

γl � γ0 (or correspondingly r0 ' 0) was assumed, we fit the Pc evolutions of the

A and L excitons on a regular position of the triangular flake with r0, b0, and δ

as fitting parameters. The results of best fits to the data, obtained from least χ2
red

deviation (defined by the unweighted sum of squared deviations between fits and

data and divided by the number of degrees of freedom), are presented in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: a, b, Pc as a function of magnetic field for A and L excitons; the data are
reproduced from Fig. 5.11e. Solid lines are least χ2

red fits according to Eqs. 5.4 and 5.9.
Best fits were obtained with b0 = 0.07 and 0.90, δ = 0.006 T−1 and 0.018 T−1 for A and
L excitons, respectively, and r0 = 0 for both A and L. c, d, Associated χ2

red as a function
of r0 and b0 for A and L, and δ values given above.
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The non-thermal population distribution of both A and L excitons is reflected by

the counter-intuitive X-pattern of higher Pc values for the Zeeman branches with

higher energy. It is consistent with slow longitudinal valley depolarization on the

timescale of the exciton lifetime, and best fits actually yield r0 = 0 for both A and

L excitons. The zero-field branching ratio for the selectively initialized population

is small for A excitons (b0 = 0.07) and large for L excitons (b0 = 0.90) as expected

from the less resonant excitation of the latter. In this framework, the evolution

of the branching ratio with magnetic field critically determines the respective Pc

pattern: both A and L excitons exhibit an increasing protection of the optical valley

polarization in the upper Zeeman valley as the branching ratio between the valley

flipping and conserving relaxation rates decreases (δ > 0 for both A and L) due to

exchange-modified exciton dispersions [144].

The model of Ref. 144 within the framework of Eqs. 5.4 and 5.9 requires vanish-

ingly small values of r0 without quantifying its smallness. To obtain an estimate for

the ratio of the longitudinal valley depolarization time to the exciton lifetime, we

extend the model of Ref. 144 by assigning thermal imbalances to the longitudinal

intervalley flipping rates γ12 and γ21 explicitly using the Boltzmann factor exp(β):

γ12 = r0γ0 exp(−β), (5.10a)

γ21 = r0γ0 exp(+β), (5.10b)

where, at a temperature T , the exponent β = ∆VZ/(2kBT ) is determined by the

Boltzmann constant kB and the valley Zeeman splitting5 ∆VZ = gVZµBB linear in

the magnetic field B (with gVZ being the effective exciton g-factor and µB the Bohr

magneton) [142–146, 148]. The zero-field ratio r0 defined by Eq. 5.6 is likely to

exhibit a magnetic field dependence but short of knowledge of its functional form is

assumed here as constant. The exponential imbalance of γ12 and γ21 is responsible

for an effective unidirectional thermalization of population from the upper to the

lower Zeeman branch during the exciton lifetime, and modifies Eq. 5.4 to

Pc =
1

1 + 2r0 coshβ

1− bκ
1 + bκ

+ κ
2r0 sinhβ

1 + 2r0 coshβ
. (5.11)

The degree of circular polarization is now sensitive to the thermal imbalance of the

intervalley scattering rates through the Boltzmann factor, and it accounts for the

non-zero branching in the polarization initialization with its characteristic magnetic

field dependence via bκ(B) given by Eq. 5.9. The second term drives the thermal

population distribution among the K and K ′ valleys, while the first term counteracts

5Expressed as the difference between K ′ and K exciton energies.
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Figure 5.15: a–c, Evolution of A, L, and Lp exciton Pc with magnetic field (the data
is reproduced from Fig. 5.11e). Solid lines are a least χ2

red simultaneous fit to the data
according to the model given by Eqs. 5.9 and 5.11. To reduce the number of free fitting
parameters, the g-factor of the A excitons was fixed to gVZ = 4.0, and a global temperature
T was assumed. Moreover, δ = 0 was used for Lp, and g and r0 were set equal for L and
Lp. Best fit was obtained for the following values of the remaining free fitting parameters:
b0 = 0.03, 0.90, and 0.82 for A, L, and Lp; r0 = 0.03 for A and 0.01 for L and Lp;
δ = 0.012 T−1 for A and 0.027 T−1 for L; gVZ = 4.4 for L and Lp; T = 9 K. d–f,
Corresponding χ2

red values as a function of r0 and b0 for A, L, and Lp with other parameters
as given above. The gray region in d with unphysical values of |Pc| > 1 was not evaluated.

this thermalization via the functional dependence of the branching ratio bκ on the

magnetic field in favor of a ’hot’ population distribution.

With this expression for the field-evolution of Pc, we performed a simultaneous

fit of our set of data for A and L excitons away from the puddle and Lp excitons.

To minimize the number of free fitting parameters, we assumed no field-dependence

of bκ for the case of Lp excitons that exhibit a thermal population distribution, and

set both the g-factors and the ratios r0 equal for both L and Lp. Moreover, we fixed

the A exciton g-factor to 4.0 [146, 148], and assumed a global temperature T for the

entire set of data. With these parameters fixed, best simultaneous fit was obtained

with b0 = 0.03, 0.90, and 0.82 for A, L, and Lp; r0 = 0.03 for A and 0.01 for L and

Lp; δ = 0.012 T−1 for A and 0.027 T−1 for L; gVZ = 4.4 for L and Lp; T = 9 K. The

corresponding evolutions of Pc for A, L, and Lp excitons are shown in Fig. 5.15a,

b, and c, respectively. We note that the best fit yielded an effective temperature of

T = 9 K consistent with local laser heating, and gVZ = 4.4 for L and Lp excitons in

agreement with elevated values reported for excitons localized in QDs [59–62].
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The main effect of the model of Eq. 5.11 as compared to the model of Eq. 5.4 is

the increased field dependence of the A exciton branching (δ increased by a factor

of two from 0.006 T−1 to 0.012 T−1), whereas the values of the zero-field branching

ratio of b0 for the valley flipping to the valley conserving rate are comparable for

the two models. Most importantly, the model yields an estimate for r0 for both A

and localized excitons: best fit values of r0 = 0.03 for A, and 0.01 for L and Lp

correspond to τl/τ0 ' 17 and 50, respectively. Taking the PL decay time of 4.5 ps

for the A excitons in MoS2 [161] that we do not resolve in our time-correlated PL

experiments, we thus obtain an estimate for the longitudinal valley depolarization

time of τl ' 80 ps for A excitons. With the same scaling we estimate τl ' 230 ps for

localized excitons that exhibit PL decay dynamics dominated by the fast component

below the resolution limit of our fiber-based setup with dispersion (as shown in

Fig. 5.6b, only ∼ 10% of the total PL intensity of both L and Lp excitons contribute

to the slow decay component). The main difference for L and Lp populations stems

from different branching during relaxation: while the upper valley polarization of

L excitons is weakly yet increasingly protected with magnetic field (with a slope

of 0.027 T−1), the branching ratio of Lp excitons is independent of magnetic field.

Given similar PL decay dynamics in the L and Lp bands, and similar branching

ratios at zero magnetic field, we conclude that hot and thermal valley populations of

localized excitons arise from field-dependent and field-independent branching ratios,

respectively.

5.4.2 Valley depolarization analysis

The scheme of non-thermal, optically induced valley population imbalance is the

opto-valleytronic counterpart of optical spin orientation in conventional semiconduc-

tors [166]. For the fundamental A exciton, rate-equation analysis [144] suggests that

out-of-equilibrium K and K ′ valley populations result from both a finite branching

of the optically excited valley polarization into valley flipping and valley conserving

relaxation channels and a slow valley depolarization in the exciton ground state.

In fact, valley depolarization times much longer than the exciton decay time un-

derpin the non-thermal valley population regime [144]. Our analysis that accounts

for intervalley thermalization in addition to finite branching of the photoexcited

population yields best fits with τl/τ0 ' 17 for A and 50 for L and Lp excitons. In

contrast, the model with ideal initial polarization of the luminescent exciton states

predicts τl/τ0 ' 9 for A and 0.1 for L excitons, respectively. The discrepancies stem

from the fact that the idealized model does not take into account the details of

the valley pseudospin initialization in K and K ′ exciton ground states. Actually it

holds only if the valley conserving relaxation significantly outcompetes the valley
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flipping relaxation during the formation process of the K and K ′ excitons out of

the selectively excited valley as in the case of A excitons in our experiment with

near-resonant excitation. This does not apply to localized states, where significant

population branching occurs upon relaxation, and different branching scenarios de-

termine the non-thermal and thermal populations of L and Lp excitons: for the

former, alike for A excitons, the valley polarization is increasingly accumulated in

the photoexcited upper valley due to a reduction of branching with magnetic field,

while for the the latter defect-assisted relaxation is likely to render the branching

field-independent.

The regime of τl/τ0 � 1 identified by our analysis for both A and L excitons

in monolayer MoS2 yields upper bounds on the longitudinal valley depolarization

times of τl ' 80 ps for A and 230 ps for L and Lp excitons if we take the PL decay

time of τ0 = 4.5 ps for both the A excitons in MoS2 [161] and the dominant decay

timescale of localized excitons in our sample (see Section 5.2.3). In absolute terms,

the longitudinal depolarization time of A excitons might be shorter if scaled to a

more rapid exciton decay potentially present in our CVD-grown MoS2 flakes but in-

accessible in our experiments due to limited temporal resolution. In relative terms,

however, our finding of τl � τ0 is in accord with previous results on WSe2 [144]. At

the same time it is contrasted by the theoretical estimate τl ' τ0 ' 1 ps for the val-

ley depolarization dynamics in the presence of long-range exchange [168, 169] which

in turn is an integral part of the finite-branching model [144]. This caveat is qualita-

tively resolved by the notion of exchange-mediated valley depolarization timescales

beyond 1 ps for luminescent excitons with small center-of-mass momentum away

from the light-cone edges [168, 169]. For quantitative consistency, however, efforts

in theory and experiment on the details of exciton valley dynamics in the presence

of valley conserving and flipping relaxation channels and external magnetic fields

are required beyond the scope of this work.

5.5 Wide-field opto-valleytronic imaging

We return to polarimetric mapping to demonstrate that the main valleytronic signa-

tures of layered TMDs discussed above can be obtained with direct two-dimensional

imaging. To this end we defocused the excitation laser to illuminate a spot of

∼ 100 μm diameter and replaced the single-mode fiber in the detection path with an

imaging lens and a standard room-temperature CCD6. The resulting optical system

images a sample area of ∼ (0.1 × 0.1) μm2 onto a single pixel of the CCD array.

A tunable band-pass filter placed before the CCD imaging lens was used to select

6Point Grey, GS3-U3-14S5M-C with pixel size of (6.45× 6.45) μm2 and well depth of 17 ke−
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Figure 5.16: Wide-field linear and circular polarimetry. a, Setup schematics for wide-field
imaging: the excitation laser was defocused to illuminate a spot of ∼ 100 μm diameter.
Exciton-specific photoluminescence was spectrally selected with a band-pass filter and
imaged onto a camera with a 50× effective magnification. b, c, Images of the A exciton
band in cross-linear (πH horizontal excitation / πV vertical detection) configuration for the
triangular and the star-shaped crystal, respectively. The bright regions visualize bilayer
and valley decoherence sites as in Fig. 5.7e and f. d, e, Images of the A exciton band
in the single-crystal triangle recorded in co-circular (σ− excitation / σ− detection) and
cross-circular (σ− excitation / σ+ detection) configurations in a magnetic field of +9 T.
f, g, Same for the L exciton band in σ+/σ+ and σ+/σ− configurations, respectively. All
images were acquired with equal integration times and a gamma encoding of 0.7. The
sample was cooled to 3.1 K; laser excitation was at 637 nm.

exciton-specific bands, and polarimetric imaging was performed either in the circu-

lar or linear basis. A fs-OPO7 was used to excite the PL at 637 nm with an average

power density of ∼ 200 W/cm2 at the sample. The corresponding setup schematics

are shown in Fig. 5.16a.

Polarimetric images of the two representative flakes recorded in cross-linear con-

figuration (orthogonal excitation and detection polarizations) within the A exciton

band are shown in Fig. 5.16b and c. In the given configuration, the high intensity

features correspond to bilayer and dephasing regions of the flakes. Apart from a scal-

ing factor, the images are equivalent to gray-scale versions of the false-color maps in

Fig. 5.7e and f. They demonstrate qualitatively that disorder in monolayer TMDs

can be visualized directly with a rather simple and efficient imaging technique.

It is also straight forward to apply the technique in the circular basis. The im-

ages of Fig. 5.16d and e show the PL intensity of A excitons in σ− co-circular and

cross-circular polarimetry for a magnetic field of +9 T. The non-thermalized A ex-

7Coherent, Mira-OPO
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Figure 5.17: a, b, Linear polarimetric profiles Pl of spectrally filtered A excitons in
single- and poly-crystalline MoS2, respectively, obtained with wide-field imaging. c, d,
and e, f, Circular polarimetric profiles Pc of A and L excitons within the respective band-
pass windows in an external magnetic field of +9 T. The data were recorded at 3.1 K with
excitation at 637 nm and σ+ polarization in c and e, and σ− polarization in d and f.

citon valley population of the upper Zeeman branch K ′ addressed by σ− excitation

can be readily deduced from Fig. 5.16d and e; for a fully thermalized valley popula-

tion the flake in Fig. 5.16d would be less intense than in Fig. 5.16e. The analogous

set of measurements for the L exciton band in σ+ co- and cross-polarized config-

urations (Fig. 5.16f and g) illustrates the negative degree of circular polarization:

the cross-polarized image of the flake is brighter (except for the puddle and a few

hotspots of point-like QD emission) in accord with the raster-scan polarization image

of Fig. 5.11c.

As in confocal polarimetry, polarization-resolved wide-field imaging can be used

to construct polarimetric profiles of valley polarization and valley coherence. To

demonstrate the quantitative character of the technique, we show in Fig. 5.17a–f

the Pl and Pc profiles of the single-crystal MoS2 triangle obtained with wide-field

polarimetry. Note that the opto-valleytronic profiles are in excellent quantitative

agreement with confocal data shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.11 if one takes into account

the reduction of Pl and Pc due to wider spectral bands of the band-pass filter used

in wide-field polarimetry.

The advantage of the wide-field imaging technique is that it reduces the integra-

tion time for opto-valleytronic profiling whenever full spectral information at each

pixel of the map is not required. Ultimately, for an image size of ∼ (20×20) μm2 with

a pixel size of ∼ (0.4×0.4) μm2 an acquisition acceleration of at least ∼ 2.5×103 can
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be obtained with polarimetric profiling in wide-field imaging as compared to confo-

cal raster-scanning with the same spatial resolution, spectral width, noise level, and

transmission characteristics. For this estimation we neglected the confocal scanning

time and assumed equal excitation power densities of the imaging techniques as well

as shot-noise limited signals. We note that for our confocal raster-scan polarimetry

the scanning time was a factor of two longer than the integration time, and the

transmission properties were a factor of ten lower than for wide-field imaging.

5.5.1 Implications of reduced power density

For wide-field optovalleytronic imaging the average power density (∼ 200 W/cm2)

was a factor of ∼ 150 and ∼ 500 lower than in confocal measurements with the

excitation laser at 637 nm (CW power density of ∼ 25 kW/cm2) and 532 nm (CW

power density of ∼ 94 kW/cm2), respectively. In the following, we discuss the main

implications of the reduced power density for the observations in wide-field imaging

and polarimetry.
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Figure 5.18: Confocal and wide-field imaging at low excitation power densities of ∼
500 W/cm2 and ∼ 200 W/cm2, respectively. a, Confocal low-power excitation spectrum
with colored A and L exciton bands used for exciton-selective photoluminescence imaging.
b, Photoluminescence intensity of L excitons as a function of excitation power away from
the puddle (L) and in the puddle (Lp). c, e, Photoluminescence intensity profiles of A
excitons for the triangular flake under low-power excitation in wide-field and confocal
imaging, respectively. d, f, Same but for the L exciton band. The excitation wavelength
was 637 nm in c and d, and 532 nm otherwise. The images in c and d were acquired with
linear gamma encoding. All data were recorded at 3.1 K.
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To compare the confocal and wide-field imaging modes we recorded additional

PL spectra and intensity maps in the confocal setup configuration at reduced power

densities. In Fig. 5.18 we present data recorded in the regime of low power excitation

for the single-crystal MoS2 triangle. A confocal PL spectrum recorded at an exci-

tation power density comparable to that of the wide-field imaging mode is shown

in Fig. 5.18a. Colored bands indicate the spectral intervals that were used for the

evaluation of confocal PL intensity maps in Fig. 5.18e and f for A and L excitons,

respectively. The bands were selected to match the setting of the band-pass filter in

wide-field imaging.

As shown in Fig. 5.18b, the PL intensity of L excitons is not saturated at low

excitation powers. This results in an increased intensity ratio of L to A exciton

PL in the confocal spectrum of Fig. 5.18a as compared to the data in Fig. 5.1b.

Moreover, since the saturation responses of L excitons away from the puddle and in

the puddle are different (the respective data are denoted as L and Lp in Fig. 5.18b),

one expects a crossover in the relative PL intensities of defect-bound excitons in the

puddle and on a regular position of the flake. This effect is observed in PL imaging at

low excitation power densities: both wide-field (Fig. 5.18d) and confocal (Fig. 5.18f)

images of the monolayer triangle show a more intense L exciton PL away from the

puddle, whereas at high excitation power densities the L exciton PL in the puddle

is more intense (Fig. 5.2b). The more pronounced appearance of hotspots in the PL

intensity profiles of A excitons under low-power illumination (Fig. 5.18c and e) as

compared to the PL intensity map under high-power illumination (Fig. 5.2a) is also

attributed to saturation effects.

5.6 Conclusions

Our study identifies both raster-scan and wide-field polarimetric imaging as vi-

able tools to explore the valley pseudospin physics in layered TMD semiconductors.

Experiments that do not require the full spectral information but are meaningful

within a limited PL bandwidth will benefit from a decrease of the measurement time

required to achieve the same signal-to-noise performance in wide-field and hyper-

spectral raster-scan polarimetry. For (20 × 20) μm2 sample areas like in Fig. 5.16

we estimate a speed-up by at least three orders of magnitude for wide-field imaging

as compared to raster-scanning which enables rapid large-scale monitoring of the

sample. Clearly, our polarimetric imaging technique is not limited to MoS2 crystals

but establishes novel analytical means for the entire class of layered TMD semi-

conductors and heterostructures, and can be extended to spin-polarization imaging

of conventional semiconductor quantum wells [166]. It will perform most efficiently

when applied on TMD materials with spectrally separated exciton and trion emis-
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sion bands, a condition accessible for chemically treated MoS2 [176]. By virtue of

simplicity and efficiency our technique will facilitate the analysis of TMD materials

in terms of crystalline and environmental disorder and, combined with a micro-

scopic model for the optical valley initialization, it will enable quantitative access

to site-dependent valley pseudospin dynamics. Moreover, our findings encourage the

experimental exploration of topological exciton-polaritons by identifying sufficiently

large regions of low valley depolarization and decoherence in monolayer TMDs for

the realization of periodic exciton potential arrays that are key to the implementa-

tion of topolaritonic devices [177].





Chapter 6

Imaging of charge doping in
monolayer molybdenum disulfide

The work presented in this chapter reports on the photophysics of doped chemical

vapor deposition grown molybdenum disulfide monolayers using cryogenic hyper-

spectroscopy. Formation of robust negatively charged trions and their spectral char-

acteristics are demonstrated on the basis of electrostatically tunable and chemically

doped crystals on silicon substrates. For the latter as-grown sample, hyperspec-

tral raster-scan photoluminescence is used to reconstruct excitonic landscapes and

doping profiles, which reveal spatial charge inhomogeneities within the material.

Complementary strain signatures are distinguished from charging effects in the op-

tical response of the monolayer by means of two-dimensional Raman spectroscopy.

77
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6.1 Introduction and overview of the experiment

Direct band gap optical transitions are dominated by excitonic photophysics of

TMD monolayers such as MoS2. Inherently two-dimensional material properties with

strong confinement in space and reduced dielectric screening lead to formation of

tightly bound electron-hole pairs with binding energies exceeding several hundred

meV [15–17]. The two lowest band-edge excitons, commonly referred to as A and

B, reflect the spin-orbit split valence and conduction subbands at the K valleys of

the hexagonal Brillouin zone [9, 10]. Apart from neutral excitons, large Coulomb

interactions in TMDs call forth pronounced many-body phenomena where quasi-

particles consisting of three or more charge carriers are formed, such as trions [20,

21] and biexcitons [22, 23], or Fermi polarons [24].

The quantum kinetics responsible for the photogeneration of stable many-body

systems are complex [178]. Trions for example may form through coalescence of

an exciton with an extra charge within the Fermi sea of excess charge carriers or

evolve from an electron-hole plasma in a non-equilibrium state [179]. In most cases

the number of photogenerated trions is determined by the former channel and thus

depends on the doping level of the semiconductor. Here we explore electrically and

chemically doped monolayer MoS2 with confocal PL spectroscopy at cryogenic tem-

peratures. Our samples were grown by CVD with methods adopted from Ref. 13

(see Appendix A for synthesis details) and examined with confocal microscopy with

an experimental setup as described in the previous chapter. At first we confirm

the formation of negatively charged A− trions for an MoS2 flake incorporated in a

field effect device. Next, using two-dimensional excitonic and Raman imaging of a

chemically doped monolayer crystal, we identify B− trion PL in MoS2. Moreover,

we discuss and compare charge doping profiles in terms of the average number of

electrons per A and B-type excitons.

6.2 Opto-electronic properties of a charge

carrier tunable monolayer

A schematic of our monolayer MoS2 field effect transistor1 is shown in Fig. 6.1a.

Electrical contacts on top of a MoS2 monolayer triangle were defined by means of

laser lithography followed by deposition of titanium (3 nm) and gold (50 nm). The

semiconducting layer was separated by 100 nm of SiO2 from a highly p-doped silicon

substrate, which was used as the back gate of the device. An atomic force microscopy

(AFM) image showing the monolayer, where the electrical contacts are colored green,

1Details of device fabrication can be found in Ref. 180.
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Figure 6.1: a, Schematic of a field effect transistor based on monolayer MoS2 with source
and drain contacts on top of p-doped Si substrate acting as back gate with 100 nm SiO2

in between. b, Atomic force micrograph of the device (scale bar is 5 μm). c, Source-
drain current (Isd) through the flake as a function source-drain voltage (Usd) for two gate
voltages (Ug). d, A exciton and A− trion photoluminescence excited by 532 nm laser as
a function of Ug; solid and dotted lines are linear guides to the eye. e, Corresponding
photoluminescence spectra (blue) with double-Lorentzian fits (green) allowing to extract
A (solid gray) and A− (dotted gray) contributions; traces were offset for clarity. Data in
c–e were obtained at a temperature of 4.2 K.

is shown in Fig. 6.1b. The low temperature electrical functionality of the device was

inspected by measurements of current-voltage characteristics between the source

and drain contacts for different back gate voltages (Fig. 6.1c). Weak capacitive

and leakage currents through the oxide between the back gate and the flake were

averaged and subtracted from the recordings to obtain the residual current through

the flake. The non-Ohmic dependence of the source-drain current as a feature of

thermally unannealed devices [181, 182] indicates to sizable Schottky barriers which

hinder ideal carrier injection into the semiconducting layer. Regardless, the transistor

exhibited n-type conductivity through the flake modulated by the back gate voltage.

The tunability of the free electron density was also manifested in the optical

properties of the device. On SiO2 neutral A excitons and negative A− trions in

TMD monolayers with a binding energy of ∼ 30 meV are simultaneously visible

in PL spectroscopy [20, 21]. In Fig. 6.1d we present A and A− PL intensities as a
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function of the applied gate voltage for CW excitation with a 532 nm laser2. For

zero gate bias the unbalanced intensities of A and A− correspond to a charge carrier

density on the order of ∼ 1012 cm−2 [183], a typical value for substrate-induced

background doping of MoS2 on SiO2 [171, 184]. As the free electron density in the

monolayer was increased for a gate voltage of 30 V we observed an increase of A−

accompanied by a simultaneous decrease of A PL. Whereas for a gate voltage of

−30 V the opposite effect was measured in agreement with a reduced doping level.

The data were derived from integrated Lorentzian fits of the A and A− resonances

separated by the trion binding energy, where the sum of the two fits closely matched

the measured PL traces (Fig. 6.1e). For the applied gate voltage range we observed

a constant trion binding energy.

6.3 Imaging excitons and trions in a chemically

doped monolayer

Chemical doping provides another approach to tune PL and trion formation in

monolayer TMDs [185]. The often accompanying intentional or unintentional local

defect sites in layered semiconductors also entail exciton localization [170]. We ex-

pand our analysis by examining chemical doping of a previously studied MoS2 single

crystal (see former chapter) from the same CVD batch as the sample of Fig. 6.1,

without incorporation in a field-effect device. By raster-scanning the sample with

respect to diffraction-limited confocal excitation and detection spots PL of A and

B excitons was collected for two-dimensional exciton imaging. At each pixel of the

raster-scans PL intensities were decomposed into distinct exciton PL profiles. Best

fits were obtained by sums of five Lorentzians accounting for the observed reso-

nances. Four distributions with fixed energies and linewidths were used to fit A and

B excitons and their trion counterparts A− and B− [172]. Lower energy localized

excitons were accounted for by an additional Lorentzian with variable peak energy

and linewidth parameters. Results for A and B-type excitons and trions are shown

in Fig. 6.2a–d. Remarkably, we observed no indication for inhibited relaxation of

B excitons into the energetically favored lower-lying A exciton states. This sizable

out-of-equilibrium population of bright B exciton states indicates that relaxation

pathways from the B to the A exciton manifold which require spin or valley flips

of both electrons and holes [109] are slow as compared to the radiative B exciton

recombination time. We conclude that inefficient spin-flip as well as intervalley scat-

tering represent main relaxation bottlenecks for B excitons and trions in monolayer

TMDs.

2CNI, MLL-III-532-50-1
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Figure 6.2: a, b, Exciton photoluminescence raster-scans of a representative MoS2 flake
for A excitons and A− trions (scale bar is 5 μm). c, d, Same for B excitons and B−

trions. The images in a–d were constructed from respective fits of integrated Lorentzian
contributions to measured spectrally-resolved photoluminescence traces; pixels with signal-
to-noise ratios of less than ten were set to zero. e, Normalized photoluminescence spectrum
(blue trace) with fits showing contributions from A and B-type excitons and trions (gray
traces with inset labels). Localized excitons below ∼ 1.75 eV were considered with an
additional Lorentzian; green trace shows the sum of all five Lorentzians. All data were
measured at 3.1 K with 532 nm excitation.

Fig. 6.2e shows a representative spectrum with the described exciton contribu-

tions: A and B excitons at 1.88 eV and 2.03 eV with inhomogeneously broadened

FWHM linewidths of 60 meV and 85 meV, respectively, the redshifted trions shared

their linewidths with the corresponding excitons. Our analysis suggests that the B−

negatively charged trion counterpart to A− is also stable with a slightly larger trion

binding energy of 34 meV. The small difference in the trion binding implies similar

extends of electron and hole wavefunctions for A and B excitons. Our findings add

the theoretically predicted negatively charged B− trion [172] to the class of lumi-

nescent exciton transitions in MoS2 and complement the observation of B− trions

in reflectance contrast measurements in WS2 [186], a related TMD material.

6.3.1 Characterization of local strain fields

Apart from charge doping, opto-electronic properties of layered semiconductors are

also known to be sensitive to strain fields. Previous reports have shown band-gap

energy reductions of 48 meV per percent of applied uniaxial strain in monolayer
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Figure 6.3: a, Raman shift map of the E1
2g mode for the MoS2 crystal shown in Fig. 6.2

(bottom panel); line-scan of the E1
2g peak frequency across the direction indicated by the

arrow (top panel). The mode assignment corresponds to common bulk notation in MoS2

at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone. b, Normalized Raman spectra of the E1
2g mode for

representative regular (bottom) and defect-doped (top) monolayer flake positions. The
traces were vertically offset for clarity and the dashed line is a guide to the eye. All data
were recorded with single-mode laser excitation at 639 nm. The sample temperature was
3.1 K.

MoS2 [187–189]. Thus, spectral signatures of A and B-type excitons in strained

and doped TMD monolayers may appear similar. To exclude the influence of local

strain fields applied through potential contact variations in the interface between

the sample and the underlying substrate, we inspected the crystal structure of the

MoS2 flake discussed in Fig. 6.2 by means of Raman spectroscopy.

Vibrational modes in TMDs such as the E1
2g mode describe deformations in the

plane of layered semiconductors and are the ones most affected by strain. In the

limit of a monolayer the Raman wavenumber of the E1
2g mode is known to shift with

a rate of −2.1 cm−1 per percent of uniaxial strain [190] without dependence on the

charge doping concentration [191]. Fig. 6.3a maps the Raman shift of E1
2g for the

studied MoS2 crystal using near-resonant single-mode laser3 excitation at 639 nm.

The homogenous profile within the resolution limit of our setup (∼ 0.6 cm−1) sug-

gests strain variations across the crystal of at most ∼ 0.3%. These variations could

only account for exciton redshifts of less than half of the measured binding energies

of A− and B− trions. In fact, high signal-to-noise Raman spectra at representative

chemically doped positions of the flake and regular monolayer positions revealed

identical wavenumbers for the E1
2g mode (Fig. 6.3b). We therefore conclude that the

MoS2 monolayer is locally doped and not substantially strained.

3New Focus, Velocity TLB-6704
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6.3.2 Characterization of charge doping profiles

In the following, we qualitatively discuss local charge variations in the chemically

doped MoS2 monolayer using the ratio of densities of charged to neutral excitons.

To this end we compute charge doping profiles in terms of exciton PL intensities as

A−/(A+A−) for the ground state excitons and B−/(B+B−) for the spin-orbit split

excitons (Fig. 6.4a and b, respectively). The profiles highlight in red specific regions

with higher electron concentration, among them the surface-contaminated puddle

at the lower edge of the crystal, and in blue areas with low electron doping, such as

the edges of the triangle. Under the assumption of trion formation exclusively via

exciton-electron Coulomb interactions on timescales fast compared to the exciton

recombination time, such profiles provide a quantitative means to image the local

doping level by employing the mass action model [21]. However, this simplification

implies negligible populations of either neutral excitons or free electrons in steady-

state at cryogenic temperatures of a few Kelvin, where the available thermal energy

is two orders of magnitude smaller than the trion binding energy. Our measure-

ments of the CVD-grown sample suggest that A− and B− trion formation competes

on comparable timescales with the population decay of their neutral A and B coun-

terparts, which decay within a few picoseconds [161, 192]. This is in accord with

measured A− trion formation times of ∼ 1 ps in MoS2 [193] and ∼ 2 ps in MoSe2

[194] monolayers. The similarity of the maps in Fig. 6.4a and b additionally shows

that the trion photogeneration dynamics of A− and B− are not too distinct.
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Figure 6.4: a, Charge doping profile in units of one electron charge per exciton for the
MoS2 flake from Fig. 6.2 (bottom panel) and corresponding line-scan across the direction
indicated by the arrow (top panel). The map was computed as A−/(A + A−), where A
(A−) are the exciton (trion) photoluminescence intensities. b, Analogous doping profile
(bottom) and line-scan (top) for B-type excitons, computed as B−/(B + B−) with B
excitons and B− trions. Pixels with signal-to-noise ratios of less than 40 in a and 20 in b
were set to zero. All data were acquired at 3.1 K with 532 nm excitation.
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6.4 Conclusions

In summary, our findings reveal variations of the charge carrier doping profile for

TMD monolayers in uncontrolled environments. Doping variation was observed in

a field effect transistor based on CVD-grown monolayer MoS2 in form of a spectral

weight shift between neutral exciton and negative trion PL. For a similar monolayer

without electrical contacts, inhomogeneous distributions of trions due to local unin-

tentional chemical doping were identified using the combination of two-dimensional

exciton and Raman mapping. Apart from the lower energy A− trions, our excitonic

landscapes expose the formation of stable B− trions with similar trion binding ener-

gies of 34 meV. Moreover, the demonstrated imaging method provides a non-invasive

means for qualitative studies of charge doping levels in two-dimensional TMDs.



Chapter 7

Summary and perspectives

In the context of this thesis, optical properties of low-dimensional condensed mat-

ter systems were explored using extensive spectroscopic methods at ambient con-

ditions, cryogenic temperatures down to 3.1 K, or high magnetic fields up to 9 T.

The presented results were to a large extent realized in home-built experimental

setups. One of the addressed materials were nanoscale quantum emitters embed-

ded in polymer matrices consisting of PMMA as a widespread experimental setting

for fundamental spectroscopic studies. Surprisingly, the samples exhibited localized

fluorescent hotspot emission in the visible spectral range even without purposely de-

posited nanoemitters, and thus signified optical contamination as an easily overseen

circumstance [195] in otherwise optically inactive polymers. Using two-dimensional

confocal FL imaging and vibrationally resolved spectroscopy, the studies revealed

polymer solvent-specific fluorescent molecules as the main source of contamination

and could not confirm previous assignments to intrinsic defects in silica substrates

[54]. Depending on the solvent, the spectral signatures of the aromatic hydrocarbons

exhibited prominent features of rylene dye molecules composed of naphthalene units

as well as dyes derived from acene chains such as alizarin with different relative in-

tensities. The projected surface densities of the emitters in all samples were similar

with ∼ 0.1 molecules per μm2 for matrix thicknesses of ∼ 200 nm, corresponding to

over a million PMMA molecules and orders of magnitude more solvent molecules for

every fluorescent contaminant. Given the restrictions imposed by the technological

advancement of ultrapure polymer solvents, it will presumably remain a challenging

task to completely remove all contamination.

Apart from identifying the FL origin, the findings contribute to the clarification

of misinterpretations of spectral features to the ever-increasing family of nanoscale

emitters [53, 70]. Moreover, the stable quantum light emission of the contaminants,

without blinking or bleaching effects on hour timescales under CW excitation, rep-

resents a reliable and cheap alternative to more sophisticated single photon sources.
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The FL quantum yield of the molecular emitters, as a key parameter for the conver-

sion of absorbed photons into the emitted photons, was modest but not negligible

with estimated values of ∼ 5% at room temperature rising up to 30% at cryogenic

temperatures.

The second focus of this thesis was directed towards single-layered molybdenum

disulfide grown by CVD, as a representative direct band gap semiconductor within

the class of atomically thin TMDs. The opto-electronic properties of these materials

are dominated by excitonic effects at the two inequivalent K and K ′ valleys, which

are coupled by time-reversal symmetry and described by valley pseudospins [25].

In analogy to spin-based operations [196], the binary valley pseudospin provides an

additional quantum degree of freedom to encode, process, or store quantum infor-

mation. Even though the idea to manipulate the valley pseudospin for valleytronic

applications is not new, its applicability has been rather limited in conventional

systems with useful electronic valleys until the emergence of graphene-like materi-

als with broken inversion symmetry [26]. Due to strong spin-orbit interactions, the

valley pseudospin optics in these hexagonal crystals can be addressed selectively to

generate valley polarization [131–133] or coherently to create valley coherence [134]

using circularly or linearly polarized light, respectively.

Using this ideal interface, a novel two-dimensional spectropolarimetric approach

was pioneered to image spatial variations of optically-generated valley quantum

states in terms of valley-specific PL for extended monolayer crystals. This opto-

valleytronic imaging enabled direct visualization of multilayer formation with re-

stored inversion symmetry and low valley polarization, as well as sites of crystalline

disorder including edges, grain boundaries, or surface contaminants which cause val-

ley decoherence. The comprehensive studies were based on two types of cryogenic

polarimetry: raster-scan spectropolarimetry, where full spectral information of the

PL polarization is tagged to each image pixel, and wide-field polarimetric imaging

in a limited spectral band. While the first method provided full spectral informa-

tion to establish scientifically meaningful image interpretation, the second mode en-

abled significant reduction in the image acquisition time for exciton-specific spectral

bands. Scaled from microscopic to macroscopic length scales the developed imaging

technique will allow both fast and efficient inspection of wafer-sized atomically thin

semiconductors with opto-valleytronic functionalities [197].

The hyperspectral capabilities of the experiment furthermore enabled possibil-

ities to directly image local charge doping profiles, computed from relative spatial

distributions of excitons and trions, and strain landscapes using two-dimensional

Raman raster-mapping. In terms of charge doping, the simplicity of the method

paired with its non-invasive nature may provide a qualitatively viable imaging tool

for molybdenum-based TMD semiconductors, where the ground states are spin-
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bright excitons. In particular for MoS2 monolayers, it will be most effective for

well-separated and long-lived excitons and trions hosted by highest quality systems

at cryogenic temperatures that are encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride [198] or

treated by a superacid [176, 199].

The aptitude of the developed imaging techniques as instruments for the char-

acterization of atomically thin TMDs critically relies on finite populations of bright

excitonic states, which govern the material quantum efficiency for light emission.

At the same time, bright excitons with finite center-of-mass momenta are however

particularly susceptible to valley depolarization through long-range electron-hole

exchange interaction [200, 201]. This mechanism couples two bright excitons with

opposite valley pseudospins without the involvement of free carrier spin-flip scatter-

ing or intervalley scattering, which would require phonons with large momentum or

atomic-scale impurities. For spin-dark excitons, on the other hand, exchange cou-

pling is orders of magnitude lower [202] or zero for pure spin states [201]. On the

example of a representative MoS2 monolayer, valley depolarization dynamics were

explored by modeling opto-valleytronic PL data in external magnetic fields perpen-

dicular to the crystal plane with rate equation analysis. This strategy, based on the

K and K ′ degeneracy breaking through the valley Zeeman effect, unveiled direct

access to exciton-specific longitudinal valley lifetimes of at most ∼ 80 ps for delocal-

ized excitons and three times as much for defect-bound excitons. In both cases, the

valley depolarization times were considerably longer than the radiative lifetimes of

the excitons of less than ten picoseconds, signifying the likely involvement of long-

lived dark states. Despite this complexity, intervalley exchange coupling seems to

limit opto-valleytronic manipulations of luminescent monolayer excitons, with finite

wavevectors within the light cone, to picosecond timescales.

An attractive perspective to prolong the valley depolarization timescale could

be supplied by type-II TMD heterobilayers such as MoSe2-WSe2, where the lowest

energy excitons are interlayer excitons with electrons and holes in the MoSe2 and

WSe2 layers, respectively. For such interlayer excitons exchange coupling is greatly

reduced owed to a smaller overlap of the electron and hole wavefunctions, therefore,

they can feature longitudinal valley lifetimes of tens of nanoseconds [203]. This value

can be further increased to the microsecond range through feeding by intralayer dark

excitons with suppressed valley mixing in an external out-of-plane magnetic field

[204]. Another interesting aspect for future opto-valleytronic technologies could be

the use of material defects in TMDs to manipulate or engineer valley properties. For

instance, in the present work it was shown that defect-bound excitons in Zeeman-

split valleys of an extended MoS2 monolayer can exhibit either thermal or non-

thermal optically-induced valley populations. Further, since defects localize excitons
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in real space, they also offer a large momentum uncertainty and could potentially

enable the realization of a valley switching mechanism, which can flip the valley

index of a target quantum state.



Appendix A

Sample fabrication

MoS2 samples

MoS2 crystals studied in this thesis were grown using CVD by H. Yamaguchi with

support from A. D. Mohite at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA. As de-

scribed in the Supplementary Information of Ref. P2, SiO2/Si substrates with MoO3

seeding particles were placed in a quartz furnace in the presence of sulfur powder.

The furnace was heated to ∼ 900◦C for 15 min with a flow of inert gases (N2 and Ar)

under atmospheric pressure. After cooling down to room temperature, synthesized

MoS2 crystals were transferred onto p-doped SiO2/Si substrates with a conventional

PMMA transfer method [205]. The PMMA was removed by rinsing the resulting

sample with MoS2 on SiO2/Si in an acetone bath for three cycles of 15 min. Optical

and AFM images of typical MoS2 monolayer flakes after transfer onto SiO2/Si are

shown in Fig. A.1 (reproduced from the Supplementary Information of Ref. P2).

ba c

Height (nm)
0 3

Figure A.1: a, Optical image and b, c, atomic force micrographs of monolayer MoS2

grown by chemical vapor deposition. The scale bars are 10 μm in a, and 2 μm in b and c.
Arrows indicate seeds of bilayer formation on top of monolayer flakes in a and b. Note the
180◦ misorientation of the large monolayer and the small bilayer triangles characteristic of
ideal Bernal stacking indicated by the white dashed lines in a. An example of an extended
region of surface contamination of a single-crystal triangle is indicated by the arrow in c.
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Dielectric substrates and PMMA samples

The samples in Chapter 3 were prepared in a clean room environment. Unless stated

otherwise, substrates were cleaned by initial sonication in acetone (Technic, acetone

Micropur VLSI) for 5 min, followed by isopropanol (Technic, propan-2-ol Micropur

VLSI) for 5 min, and finally exposed for 1 min to oxygen plasma. Polymer covered

samples were prepared by spin-coating ∼ 10 μl of PMMA onto oxygen plasma-

treated fused silica (CrysTec) and other dielectric substrates (quartz and sapphire).

An ellipsometer was used to adjust the spin-coating parameters for a film thick-

ness of 200 nm. The films were obtained from commercial PMMA formulated in

anisole with a molecular weight of 950K (MicroChem, 950PMMA A4 resist for

electron-beam lithography). The spin-coated PMMA film was left to dry at ambient

conditions. Optionally, the samples were baked at 180◦C for 90 s on a hot plate.

For freely suspended PMMA, a perforated silicon nitride membrane (PELCO) was

drop-casted and baked to ensure mechanical stability. Control experiments were car-

ried out with 4% of 450K PMMA resin (DuPont, Elvacite 2041) diluted in 96% of

chlorobenzene (Merck, 801791), methyl isobutyl ketone (Technic, MIBK Micropur

VLSI), or toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, 179418).
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